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Abstract 

Solid support-free liquid-liquid chromatography (LLC) uses the two phases of a 

biphasic solvent system as the mobile and stationary phases, granting this preparative 

separation technique advantageous characteristics of both conventional chromatography (high 

selectivity) and liquid-liquid extraction (high sample loading) in addition to high process 

flexibility. The ability to switch the roles of the mobile and stationary phases during a separation 

run has allowed the development of a variety of operating modes unique to LLC. One such 

operating mode, trapping multiple dual mode (trapping MDM), can be used as an alternative 

to standard batch injections for ternary separations of intermediately-eluting target 

components. Such separations are regularly encountered in the expanding natural products 

sector in which LLC has found its niche. Despite its advantages, the use of a biphasic system 

as the mobile and stationary phases in LLC poses several design challenges as well. Changes 

to the thermodynamic or hydrodynamic equilibrium of the two phases in the column, caused 

by feed introduction or alterations in the process conditions, can affect both process stability 

and separation performance. Additionally, complex operating modes such as trapping MDM 

require rational approaches for the selection of multiple interdependent operating parameters. 

 To address these challenges, this thesis establishes a model-based design approach 

for trapping MDM separations under maximized-throughput conditions. Special focus is placed 

on the use of simple preliminary experiments (shake flask, phase volume ratio, settling time, 

and stationary phase retention measurements) to determine the limiting feed concentration 

and mobile phase flow rate for stable operation, as well as on process modeling approaches 

for rational selection of the set of five interdependent trapping MDM operating parameters (step 

durations during the Loading and Separation stages in the two elution modes, number of 

cycles). The process modeling approaches vary in complexity and involve a linear, ideal short-

cut model for initial identification of the valid operating parameter space, followed by 

determination of the parameter set resulting in maximized throughput. Separation performance 

predictions are made using either the short-cut model or the more detailed equilibrium stage 

model, which takes non-ideal band broadening effects into account.  

The model-based design approach was successfully applied to experimental trapping 

MDM separations of ternary mixtures of model components as well as to a complex natural 

product mixture obtained from an industrial side stream. The approach was also implemented 

in a thorough comparison study of trapping MDM and batch injection performance, resulting in 

helpful guidelines for operating mode selection. The investigations performed in this thesis 

demonstrate the high potential of trapping MDM for difficult (𝛼 ≤1.3) high-throughput 

separations of intermediately-eluting components. More broadly, the proven model-based 

design approach aids in lowering the barrier to the acceptance and implementation of LLC as 

a downstream processing technique in the natural products field and beyond.   
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Kurzzusammenfassung 

In der Flüssig-Flüssig Chromatographie („liquid-liquid chromatography“, LLC) werden 

beide Phasen eines zweiphasigen Lösungsmittelsystems als mobile und stationäre Phase 

verwendet. Dadurch werden die vorteilhaften Eigenschaften der konventionellen 

Chromatographie (hohe Selektivität) und der Flüssig-Flüssig-Extraktion (hohes 

Probenaufkommen) kombiniert. Die Möglichkeit, während des Betriebs die Rollen der mobilen 

und der stationären Phase zu wechseln, hat zu der Entwicklung einer Vielfalt an LLC-

spezifischen Betriebsmodi geführt. Ein solches Beispiel ist der „trapping multiple dual mode“ 

(„trapping MDM“), der eine Alternative zu der standardmäßigen Verwendung von „batch 

injections“ (chargenweisen Probeninjektionen) für die Auftrennung intermediär eluierender 

Zielkomponenten darstellt. Trotz vieler Vorteile bringt die Verwendung zwei flüssiger Phasen 

in LLC auch Herausforderungen in der Prozessauslegung mit sich. Eine Änderung des 

thermodynamischen oder hydrodynamischen Gleichgewichtes zwischen den zwei Phasen in 

der Säule, die durch das Einspeisen der Feedlösung oder Änderungen der 

Prozessbedingungen verursacht wird, kann sich auf die Stabilität des Prozesses und die 

Trennleistung auswirken. Zudem fordern komplexe Betriebsmodi wie „trapping MDM“ rationale 

Vorgehensweisen für die Auswahl von mehreren zusammenhängenden Betriebsparametern. 

Um diese Herausforderung zu bewältigen, wurde in dieser Arbeit ein modellbasierter 

Ansatz für Trennungen mit Hilfe von „trapping MDM“ unter maximalen Durchsatzbedingungen 

entwickelt. In einfachen Vorversuchen wurden die limitierende Feedkonzentration und 

Durchflussrate der mobilen Phase für einen stabilen Betrieb bestimmt. Um die fünf 

voneinander abhängigen „trapping MDM“-Betriebsparameter auszuwählen, wurde ein 

zweistufiger Prozessmodellierungsansatz verwendet. Hierbei wurden zuerst die möglichen 

Parametersätze mit dem „short-cut“ (Kurzverfahren) Modell, das auf den Annahmen der 

linearen und idealen Chromatographie basiert, identifiziert. Danach wurde der Parametersatz, 

der zum maximalen Durchsatz führt, entweder mit Hilfe des „short-cut“ Modells oder des 

detaillierteren Gleichgewichtsstufenmodells, welches nicht-ideale Bandverbreiterungseffekte 

berücksichtigt, festgelegt. 

Der modellbasierte Ansatz wurde erfolgreich auf die experimentelle Trennung ternärer 

Mischungen von Modellkomponenten mittels „trapping MDM“ angewendet sowie auf ein 

komplexes Naturstoffgemisch gewonnen aus einem industriellen Nebenstrom. Dieser Ansatz 

wurde auch in einer umfassenden Vergleichsstudie über die Leistung von “trapping MDM“ und 

„batch injections“ angewendet. Die durchgeführten Untersuchungen dieser Arbeit zeigen das 

große Potential von „trapping MDM“ bei schwierigen Trennungen (𝛼 ≤1.3). Darüber hinaus 

trägt die bewährte modellbasierte Vorgehensweise dazu bei, die Hürde für die Akzeptanz und 

Implementierung von LLC als Weiterverarbeitungstechnik zu senken.  
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1. Introduction 

Solid-support free liquid-liquid chromatography (LLC), encompassing both 

countercurrent chromatography (CCC) and centrifugal partition chromatography (CPC), is a 

preparative separation technique combining characteristics of conventional liquid-solid 

chromatography and liquid-liquid extraction [1]. The result is a versatile and highly adaptable 

unit operation that can simultaneously exhibit high selectivity and high feed loadings. In LLC, 

the mobile and stationary phases are the two phases of a liquid-liquid biphasic system. 

Separation of a feed mixture is achieved owing to differences in feed solute partitioning 

between the two phases, which affect the propagation velocities of the solutes through the 

column. Either of the two phases of the biphasic system may be used as the stationary phase, 

which is held in place during operation in a specially-designed column by the application of 

centrifugal force. The other phase, used as the mobile phase, is pumped through the stationary 

phase. The roles of the two phases and the mobile phase flow direction may be simultaneously 

switched during operation, leading to a reversal of the elution order of feed solutes [2]. This 

unique characteristic of LLC has allowed for the development of several operating modes 

without a liquid-solid chromatography equivalent [3-6]. 

The use of the two phases of a liquid-liquid biphasic system as the mobile and 

stationary phases imposes several design challenges concerning their hydrodynamic and 

thermodynamic equilibria within the column during operation. At hydrodynamic equilibrium, the 

flow patterns of the two phases and the stationary phase volume retained in the column remain 

constant, leading to a constant degree of band broadening during the chromatographic 

process (i.e., efficiency). The hydrodynamic conditions in the column are dependent on the 

properties of the selected biphasic solvent system [7, 8], the column geometry [9, 10], and the 

operating parameters (e.g., mobile phase flow rate, column rotational speed [7], temperature 

[11]). Additionally, the mobile and stationary phases are subject to the thermodynamics of 

liquid-liquid equilibria, with the implication that a change in composition in one phase induces 

a change in the other. Compositional changes brought about by feed introduction or a change 

in the process conditions may be accompanied by alterations in the physical properties (e.g., 

density, viscosity, interfacial tension) and volume ratio of the phases, leading to altered flow 

patterns that impact the hydrodynamic equilibrium. This can cause operational instability, 

observed as stationary phase loss, as well as deviations from predicted solute retention and 

band broadening behavior, all of which can negatively impact separation performance [12-15]. 

Such unwanted effects are rarely reported, however, as they are generally part of the 

development phase and not included with the successful final results [14]. Mitigating 

disruptions of the thermodynamic and hydrodynamic equilibria is especially critical in the 

design of high-throughput preparative LLC separations, which are conducted at high flow rates 

and feed loadings of high volume and concentration. Since it is not yet possible to fully describe 
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the complex interplay of the operating parameters, the system thermodynamics and 

hydrodynamics, and their effects on stability and performance, preliminary experimental 

measurements must be used to determine practical operating parameter limits. 

LLC is primarily used for the isolation of natural product compounds obtained from plant 

extracts [16, 17]. Given their natural origin, these crude or pre-purified extracts are often 

complex mixtures containing molecules of both similar and different sizes, structures, 

polarities, and degrees of hydrophobicity. The target component to be isolated commonly has 

an intermediate elution velocity relative to the other solutes in the mixture. This results in the 

need for a ternary separation strategy, i.e., separation of the earlier- and later-eluting 

components from the intermediately-eluting target. When using the standard batch injection 

operating mode with feed injection followed by isocratic elution with the mobile phase, overlap 

of neighboring impurities with the target component peak is often encountered, leading to 

reduced target purities and yields. An alternative LLC operating mode for difficult ternary 

separations in which the target and impurities exhibit low separation factors (𝛼<1.5) is trapping 

multiple dual mode (trapping MDM). Trapping MDM takes advantage of the possibility to switch 

the roles of the mobile and stationary phases during operation. The intermediately-eluting 

target remains “trapped” on the column while becoming increasingly separated from its 

neighboring impurities during successive cycles of phase role switching and mobile phase flow 

direction reversal. Although trapping MDM can offer improvements in separation performance 

over batch injections, its increased complexity introduces several additional, interdependent 

operating parameters, complicating separation design. Using the inefficient design approaches 

based on user experience and trial-and-error that have long been the norm in LLC, it is nearly 

guaranteed that separation performance will be sub-optimal, if a successful separation is 

achieved at all. 

Separation design in LLC is currently moving away from heuristic and trial-and-error 

based approaches toward more structured, rational strategies for operating parameter 

selection [17]. The development and implementation of thorough, model-based design 

approaches considering the particularities of LLC processes (i.e., the effects of the 

hydrodynamics and thermodynamics of the biphasic system on separation performance) are 

needed. Model-based design strategies have been applied for sequential centrifugal partition 

chromatography (sCPC), a continuous binary separation process, in [18, 19] and specifically 

for maximized throughput in [20]. By coupling preliminary experiments for determination of 

operating parameter limits with process models of varying degrees of complexity, model-based 

design approaches allow for streamlined operating parameter selection, prediction and 

optimization of separation performance, and the ability to perform comparison studies with 

process alternatives. The required level of model complexity will depend on the 

implementation. Simple short-cut models based on linear, ideal chromatography assumptions 
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are useful for identification of valid combinations of interdependent operating parameters and 

rudimentary predictions of process performance, whereas more detailed models taking band 

broadening effects into account [21] can provide a more accurate description of the separation. 

The implementation of advanced LLC operating modes with several interdependent 

parameters, such as trapping MDM, can greatly benefit from these model-based design 

approaches. The establishment and demonstrated effectiveness of such approaches will help 

further industrial acceptance of the LLC technique, for which demands of high process stability 

must be met under high-throughput conditions to ensure economic feasibility and consistent 

product quality. 

This thesis focuses on the rational design of trapping MDM separations for the 

separation task most frequently encountered in natural product isolation: difficult ternary 

separations involving an intermediately-eluting target component under requirements of high 

throughput and high purity and yield. The objectives of this thesis are (1) to develop and 

validate a model-based design approach for trapping MDM operating parameter selection and 

(2) to further demonstrate the effectiveness and flexibility of this approach through its 

implementation in varying contexts, including throughput maximization and operating mode 

comparison studies. The relevant theory and background information is presented in Section 2, 

followed by the thesis results in the form of four publications in Section 3. A comprehensive 

discussion of the paper findings is conducted in Section 4. Overall conclusions are made in 

Section 5, followed by an outlook for related future investigations in Section 6.  
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2. Theory and background 

This section includes an introduction to the principles of liquid-liquid chromatography 

(LLC) (Section 2.1) and the key characteristics of centrifugal partition chromatography (CPC) 

(Section 2.2). The LLC operating modes for ternary separations, batch injections and trapping 

MDM, are then described (Section 2.3). A presentation of the importance of considering the 

thermodynamics and hydrodynamics of the two-phase system during separation design 

follows (Section 2.4). Next, the LLC process modeling approaches relevant for this thesis are 

detailed (Section 2.5). Lastly, the model-based approach for the design of high throughput 

separations is described (Section 2.6). 

 

2.1 Fundamentals of liquid-liquid chromatography  

The equipment set-ups for conventional liquid-solid chromatography and LLC share 

the same basic elements: a pump system, an automated or manual feed injection port, a 

chromatography column, an online detection unit (e.g., UV-Vis), and a fraction collection unit. 

Different from liquid-solid chromatography, in place of a solid stationary phase and a liquid 

mobile phase that can be selected independently, the mobile and stationary phases in LLC are 

the two phases of a liquid-liquid biphasic system and are therefore chosen simultaneously. 

During an LLC separation, the total column volume, 𝑉 , is occupied by the mobile and 

stationary phase volumes, 𝑉  and 𝑉 , respectively (Equation (1)). 

 𝑉 = 𝑉 + 𝑉  (1) 

The biphasic systems used in LLC are typically composed of three to four organic 

solvents. Solvent system families such as HEMWat (n-hexane/ethyl acetate/methanol/water) 

[22] and ARIZONA (n-heptane/ethyl acetate/methanol/water) [23] are widely used, as they 

generally provide sufficient stationary phase retention and offer a wide polarity range that can 

be tuned by altering the volumetric ratios of the four solvents according to published tables. 

The stationary phase is held in place by the application of centrifugal force through 

column rotation while the mobile phase is pumped through it. Under conditions of 

hydrodynamic equilibrium, the flow patterns and stationary phase volume in the column remain 

constant. The stationary phase volume retained during operation is described by the stationary 

phase retention or stationary phase fraction, 𝑆  (Equation (2)). 

 𝑆 =
𝑉

𝑉
 (2) 

𝑆  is dependent on the column geometry, the physical properties of the mobile and 

stationary phases, and the operating parameters (e.g., mobile phase flow rate, rotational 

speed). This is a key difference to liquid-solid chromatography, in which the surface area of 
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the solid stationary phase available for interaction with the feed solutes is determined at the 

time of column packing and generally remains independent of the process conditions. Although 

an 𝑆  of approximately 0.5 or higher is recommended to achieve satisfactory resolution, lower 

values may also be acceptable, depending on the difficulty of the separation [24]. 

 In LLC, separation of a feed mixture is achieved due to the differing partitioning 

behavior of the feed solutes between the two liquid phases, resulting in different velocities with 

which they travel through the column with the mobile phase and arrive at the outlet. The affinity 

of a component 𝑘 to the stationary phase is quantified by the partition coefficient (distribution 

constant), 𝐾 , defined as the ratio of the concentrations in the stationary and mobile phases, 𝑐  

and 𝑐 , at thermodynamic equilibrium (Equation (3)). At thermodynamic equilibrium, the 

temperature, pressure, and chemical potential of all chemical species (i.e., the solvents and 

feed solutes) are uniform throughout the two-phase system, meaning that the compositions of 

the two phases on a solute-free basis and the solute concentrations in the two phases remain 

unchanged with respect to time [25]. Consequently, the physical properties of the two phases 

(e.g., density, viscosity, interfacial tension) remain constant as well.  

 𝐾 =
 𝑐

 𝑐
 (3) 

Next to high feed mixture solubility and satisfactory stationary phase retention, the 

partition coefficient serves as a key screening parameter in solvent system selection. Target 

compound partition coefficients in the so-called sweet spot range between 0.4 and 2.5 [22] are 

preferred when using the standard batch injection operating mode, as this provides a 

compromise between high resolution and fast separation. Up to a certain concentration, known 

as the linear range of the partition isotherm, a plot of 𝑐  vs. 𝑐  yields a linear curve. Within this 

range, solute partitioning can be considered independent of concentration and constant. As 

further discussed in Section 2.4.1, operation within the linear range is preferred in LLC, differing 

from preparative liquid-solid chromatography separations typically conducted in the non-linear 

range. 

Either phase of the biphasic system, the less-dense upper phase or denser lower 

phase, may be used as the stationary phase. This results in two possible elution modes. In the 

ascending (As) elution mode, the lower phase is stationary and the upper phase mobile; in the 

descending (Des) elution mode, the upper phase is kept stationary and the lower phase is 

used as the mobile phase. When switching from one elution mode to the other, the mobile 

phase flow direction must be reversed. The partition coefficient definitions with respect to the 

stationary and mobile phases of the Des and As modes are given by Equation (4), with the 

superscripts 𝑈 and 𝐿 referring to the upper and lower phases. 

 𝐾 , =
 𝑐

𝑐
=

1

𝐾 ,
 (4) 
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It is seen that the partition coefficient values for a component 𝑘 in the two elution modes 

are inversely related. Therefore, for two components A and B with 𝐾 , < 𝐾 ,  in Des mode, 

switching to As mode results in 𝐾 , > 𝐾 , . Accordingly, A has the highest velocity and elutes 

first in Des mode; in As mode, B moves fastest and elutes first from the opposite end of the 

column, as the mobile phase flow direction is reversed as well. 

The difficulty of a separation can be quantified by the separation factor (selectivity), 

𝛼 , , where 𝐾 ≥ 𝐾  (Equation (5)). The greater the separation factor, the easier the separation, 

i.e., it can be achieved at lower theoretical stage numbers (further described below). A 

separation is no longer thermodynamically possible at a separation factor of unity. 

 𝛼 , =
𝐾

𝐾
 (5) 

In LLC, solute retention is often described using retention volumes, 𝑉 , , instead of 

retention times, 𝑡 , . Both terms are used in this thesis. Under linear (i.e., 𝐾  independent of 

solute concentration), ideal chromatography conditions (i.e., neglecting band broadening due 

to axial dispersion and mass transfer resistance, instantaneous partition equilibrium), and with 

𝐹 as the mobile phase flow rate, 𝑉 ,  and 𝑡 ,  can be calculated using Equation (6). A detailed 

derivation of 𝑉 ,  is found in Appendix A. 

 𝑉 , = 𝐹𝑡 , = 𝑉 + 𝐾 𝑉  (6) 

 The propagation velocity of solute 𝑘, 𝑣 , is given by Equation (7).  

 𝑣 =
𝐹

𝑉 ,
 (7) 

 The position of the band front (front of solute concentration profile inside the column) 

of solute 𝑘 as a fraction of the column “length”, 𝑥 , is related to the velocity, 𝑣 , and elapsed 

time since injection, 𝑡, according to Equation (8).  

 𝑣 𝑡 = 𝑥  (8) 

The band front positions and propagation velocities calculated for linear, ideal LLC play an 

integral role in the derivation of the short-cut models described in Section 2.5.1. 

The retention volume equation (Equation (6)) can be alternatively expressed in terms 

of the stationary phase fraction (Equation (9)). 

 𝑉 , = 𝑉 1 + 𝑆 (𝐾 − 1)  (9) 

From inspection of Equation (9), it is seen that an increase in 𝑆  leads to an increase in 𝑉 ,  

when 𝐾 > 1, and a decrease when 𝐾 < 1. When 𝐾 = 1, the retention volume is equal to the 

column volume, 𝑉 , and independent of 𝑆 . Therefore, an increase in 𝑆  cannot be generalized 

as resulting in an improved separation.  
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Under the non-ideal conditions of a real separation, band broadening resulting from 

axial dispersion and mass transfer resistance occurs, resulting in dispersed elution profiles. 

The degree of band broadening undergone by a solute 𝑘 can be described by the efficiency, 

𝑁 , also known as the number of theoretical plates or stages. 𝑁  is the equivalent number of 

hypothetical stages at which the thermodynamic partition equilibrium of the solute between the 

two phases is obtained during a separation run. High column efficiencies are preferred, 

corresponding to narrow, less dispersed elution profiles and, as a result, less detrimental 

overlap of target and impurities at the outlet. Whereas 𝑁  values in the thousands are common 

in liquid–solid chromatography, only hundreds of theoretical plates are typically encountered 

in LLC. Satisfactory separations are nevertheless possible due to the extremely high ratio of 

stationary phase available for solute interaction to mobile phase compared to that of liquid-

solid chromatography [26].  

𝑁  is experimentally determined from elution profiles obtained from pulse injections 

performed at low feed concentrations (i.e., in the linear range of the partition isotherm) and low 

injection volumes. When 𝑁 >100 and dispersion attributed to off-column volumes is negligible, 

pulse injections are expected to result in Gaussian elution profiles (peaks) [27]. 𝑁  is then 

related to the variance, 𝜎 , and the retention time, 𝑡 , , which is equivalent to the peak 

maximum, by Equation (10). 

 𝑁 =
𝑡 ,

𝜎
 (10) 

 

2.2 Centrifugal partition chromatography 

There exist two main column types in LLC: countercurrent chromatography (CCC) and 

centrifugal partition chromatography (CPC) columns. All experimental trapping MDM 

separations in this thesis were performed using CPC. CPC columns have a single axis of 

rotation, subjecting the mobile and stationary phases to a constant, time-independent 

centrifugal field. Mixing and mass transfer between the two phases takes place within small 

geometrical volumes referred to as cells. The cells are connected in series by narrow channels 

through which the mobile phase flows. A CPC column, also called a rotor, consists of a set of 

stacked stainless-steel disks from which the cells and channels have been cut. Disks are 

separated by Teflon sheets. Each disk contains an inlet and outlet aligned with corresponding 

perforations in the Teflon sheets to allow flow of the mobile phase from one disk to the next. A 

representative illustration of the CPC disks and sheets is found in Figure 1. Figure 2 depicts a 

fully assembled CPC rotor.  
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Figure 1. Disks and sheets of a centrifugal partition chromatography column. 

 

 

Figure 2. Assembled centrifugal partition chromatography column (rotor). 

The CPC design was first reported in the early 1980s following the development of 

reliable rotary seal joints [28], which ensure leak-proof connection of the mobile phase inlet 

and outlet tubes to the column at high rotational speeds. CPC columns with volumes between 

25 ml and 18 l are currently available [29, 30]. Larger CPC columns up to 25 l consisting of 

cartridge-like cells with the ability to process kilograms of crude extract per day have also 

recently entered the market [31]. 

The two LLC elution modes, ascending (As) mode and descending (Des) mode, are 

depicted for CPC in Figure 3. In As mode, the mobile upper phase is pumped through the lower 

stationary phase in the cells in the radial direction, toward the axis of rotation. The opposite is 

the case in Des mode, in which the lower phase is used as the mobile phase and is pumped 

through the less dense stationary upper phase, away from the axis of rotation. 
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Figure 3. Descending and ascending elution modes in centrifugal partition chromatography. 

White shading: upper phase. Gray shading: lower phase. 

 

2.3 Operating modes for ternary separations 

The preparative separation of natural products from complex starting mixtures often 

involves the isolation of an intermediately-eluting compound. Such a target has an intermediate 

partition coefficient and may exit the column between potentially hundreds of earlier- and later-

eluting compounds. To simplify the description and design of the separation process, it is often 

sufficient to represent the mixture by two or three solutes of interest: the target component and 

main impurities. This reduces the complex mixture to a pseudo-ternary one (see depiction in 

Figure 4).  

 

Figure 4. Representation of a complex multi-component mixture as a pseudo-ternary mixture 

of target component B and neighboring impurities A and C. 

The two operating modes for ternary separations in LLC, batch injections 

(Section 2.3.1) and trapping MDM (Section 2.3.2) are described for simplified mixtures of three 
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components, A, B, and C, with relative partition coefficient values 𝐾 , < 𝐾 , < 𝐾 ,  in 

Des mode and 𝐾 , > 𝐾 , > 𝐾 ,  in As mode. B is the intermediately-eluting target. 

 

2.3.1 Batch injections 

Batch injections consist of a single, discontinuous injection of the feed followed by 

isocratic elution with the mobile phase in As or Des mode. The feed is typically dissolved in 

the corresponding mobile phase of the elution mode. The batch injection operating mode is 

depicted in Figure 5. 

A minimum separation factor of 1.5 between the target and nearest-eluting impurities 

is recommended for successful batch injection separations [24]. Although batch injections have 

the advantage of being easy to implement and typically possible on all CPC units, elution profile 

overlap often occurs under the high feed volume loading conditions desired for preparative 

separations. When high purities are required, low injection volumes or heart-cutting of the 

target fraction becomes necessary, to the detriment of the throughput and the product yield, 

respectively.  

 

Figure 5. Batch injection operating mode. White shading: upper phase. Gray shading: lower 

phase. 

Column hardware permitting, several process options can be implemented to help 

overcome the performance limitations of batch injections, such as elution extrusion mode [32-

34], narrowly-timed stacked injections [35-37], closed-loop recycling of the mobile phase 

effluent [38-40], and reinjection of the heart-cut fraction with the same [41-43] or a different 

solvent system [44-46]. All of these have certain limitations and drawbacks, however, and are 

not particularly well-suited to the tandem goals of high feed loading and fast separation. 

Trapping MDM can be a useful alternative to these batch injection variations when faced with 

difficult ternary separations of complex mixtures. 
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2.3.2 Trapping multiple dual mode 

Trapping MDM is a discontinuous operating mode for the separation of intermediately-

eluting target compounds from (pseudo-)ternary mixtures. High throughput separations at low 

selectivities are made possible by a virtual “lengthening” of the column achieved by performing 

multiple cycles of alternating As and Des steps. Trapping MDM is performed on a CPC set-up 

consisting of two identical columns mounted on separate rotors and connected in series. The 

set-up also includes two mobile phase pumps, two feed solution pumps, two UV-Vis detectors, 

and two fraction collectors. One of each pair of pumps, detectors, and fraction collectors is 

active at a time, depending on the elution mode (As or Des). In trapping MDM, the feed pumps 

introduce the feed between the two columns in the flow direction corresponding to the elution 

mode. Additional details regarding the CPC set-up used in the investigations of this thesis are 

found in Appendix B. 

The trapping MDM process consists of three stages, as depicted in Figure 6: Loading, 

Separation, and Recovery. During the Loading stage, pre-determined volumes of the feed 

solutions dissolved in the upper and lower phases are introduced between the two columns in 

the corresponding elution mode during a single cycle. The As and Des feed solutions are 

prepared by allowing the starting mixture to mix with and equilibrate between the two phasesin 

a single vessel, before being split into separate reservoirs. In the second stage, Separation, 

multiple cycles are performed, each consisting of one As and one Des step. Pure mobile phase 

(upper phase in As mode; lower phase in Des mode) is pumped from the corresponding inlet 

at one end of the two-column unit. The Separation stage step durations are selected with 

respect to those of the Loading stage to prevent the target B from reaching either outlet. 

Meanwhile, with each cycle components A and C experience a net movement toward the Des 

and As mode outlets, respectively, increasing their degree of separation from B. During 

Separation, A and C may elute from the column outlets completely, partially, or not at all. Once 

a satisfactory degree of separation of A and C from B is reached, the Recovery stage is started. 

A single elution mode step performed in As or Des mode allows B to be collected in purified 

form and any remaining portions of the A and C solute bands to leave the column completely.  
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Figure 6. Trapping multiple dual mode process for the separation of an intermediately-eluting 

target (B) from a ternary feed mixture (A, B, and C). White shading: upper phase. Gray 

shading: lower phase. 

As in other flow reversal operating modes (e.g., sCPC), a solvent system in which the 

target has a partition coefficient close to unity is preferred. This allows for selection of As and 

Des steps of similar duration, leading to similar solvent consumption in both elution modes [19, 

47]. A pre-set 50/50 ratio of the upper and lower phases is also recommended, as this 

corresponds to an 𝑆  of 0.5 [48] and similar column efficiency in both elution modes when the 

mobile phase flow rates are the same [19]. Step durations should additionally be as long as 

possible to avoid excessive valve wear and to subject the feed solutes to a high number of 

theoretical stages in each cycle [19]. Achievement of a successful trapping MDM separation 

hinges on appropriate selection of the Loading and Separation stage step durations, as well 

as the number of Separation stage cycles. Given the interdependent nature of these 

parameters, it is unlikely that a trial-and-error selection approach will produce a viable 

separation.  
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2.4 Considerations for preparative separation design 

Viewed as a preparative separation technique for use in industrial settings, the design 

of LLC separations aims to maximize throughput, i.e., the amount of feed processed per unit 

time, while simultaneously ensuring stable, predictable operation. These objectives lay in 

opposition to each other, since high feed loading and fast separation conditions can adversely 

affect performance, whereas conservative parameter selection prioritizing stable operation is 

not conducive to obtaining high throughput. The goal is therefore to identify the maximum feed 

concentration and flow rate at which the process stability and predictability are not 

compromised by, e.g., stationary phase loss. This requires consideration of the interdependent 

effects of multiple parameters on the system thermodynamics and hydrodynamics, described 

in Section 2.4.1 and Section 2.4.2, respectively. These interdependencies are illustrated by 

the flow diagram in Figure 7.  

 
Figure 7. Interdependent effects of operating parameters, thermodynamic and hydrodynamic 

conditions, and physical phenomena on separation performance. 
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2.4.1 Thermodynamics 

Following column preparation with the selected solvent system at the desired 𝑆 , the 

mobile and stationary phases in the column are assumed to be at thermodynamic and 

hydrodynamic equilibria prior to feed introduction. From an LLC process standpoint, the 

original thermodynamic equilibrium is maintained when the compositions of the phases on a 

solute-free basis remain constant. High solute concentrations in the feed can give rise to 

solute-solute and solute-solvent interactions, leading to variations in phase composition and 

solute partition equilibria [49]. Above a certain solute concentration, partition equilibria and the 

resulting partition coefficients can no longer be considered independent of concentration nor 

constant, i.e., a departure from the linear range of the partition isotherm occurs. As changes 

in phase composition are accompanied by changes in solute partitioning, it follows that partition 

coefficient measurements can be used as an indirect indication of preservation of the 

thermodynamic equilibrium of the system.  

In addition to feed introduction, changes in temperature can also affect the phase 

equilibria, their physical properties, and solute partition equilibria [11, 50-52]. Therefore, 

separation conditions should be kept as close to isothermal as possible, through temperature 

control of the mobile phase, feed solution, and the column unit. Temperature effects were not 

investigated within the scope of this thesis.  

Changes in the phase compositions resulting from presence of the feed solutes or 

temperature changes can alter the physical properties of the two phases (e.g., density, 

viscosity, interfacial tension) as well as the phase volume ratio [49], especially when working 

with solutes that primarily partition into one phase. These changes can, in turn, affect the 

hydrodynamics and the outcome of the separation, as described in Section 2.4.2. When the 

physical properties of the feed solution (typically prepared in the mobile phase) substantially 

differ from that of the solute-free mobile phase, the injected feed behaves as a third phase that 

is not in thermodynamic equilibrium with the two phases of the solvent system. This 

unequilibrated state can lead to considerable or, when feed injection leads to miscibility of the 

mobile and stationary phases, even complete stationary phase loss [14].  

LLC separations are therefore preferably performed in the linear partition isotherm 

range [53]. In addition to improved process stability gained at lower feed concentrations, this 

allows application of the linear chromatography assumption, greatly simplifying process 

modeling and performance prediction. Given the volumetric nature of solute partitioning in LLC, 

linear range operation is far less detrimental to process throughput than in liquid-solid 

chromatography separations at similar scale, in which only the stationary phase surface is 

available for solute adsorption. For comparison, the upper feed concentration limit of the linear 

partition isotherm can be up to approximately 100 mg ml-1 in LLC, whereas for silica-packed or 

reversed phase solid stationary phase columns the upper limit is typically only a few mg ml-1 
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[54]. However, the precise limits are highly dependent on the solvent system and feed. Reports 

of experimental determination of the linear range appear only sporadically in the LLC literature 

[55-57].  

In liquid-solid chromatography, non-linear adsorption isotherm data are often fit to 

standard mathematical models (e.g., Langmuir) for use in process modeling. In such 

adsorption isotherm models, the mobile and stationary phase compositions are considered 

independent of solute concentration, an assumption that cannot be applied in LLC. In liquid-

liquid extraction, changes in phase compositions and solute partitioning induced by solute 

concentration can often be simultaneously described using a ternary diagram with the two 

solvents and the target solute as the three components. In LLC, the solvent system alone often 

consists of three or four solvents, and at the very minimum two feed solutes are of interest for 

the description of the process. Currently, a complete representation of the liquid-liquid 

equilibrium of all solvents and solutes would be highly complex and time-consuming task. 

 

2.4.2 Hydrodynamics 

Whereas the information in Section 2.4.1 is applicable to both CCC and CPC 

separations, the vastly different geometries and constructions of the two column types renders 

the following only applicable to CPC. In CPC, the hydrodynamic equilibrium state is defined by 

the flow patterns, namely mobile phase dispersion and coalescence, as well as back-mixing 

and dead zones in the stationary phase, and the resulting stationary phase retention [58]. 

Hydrodynamic equilibrium is reached within a cell when the mobile phase residence time and 

the necessary settling time (also called coalescence time; not equivalent to off-column settling 

time measurements) are equal [59]. The overall stationary phase fraction in the column 

remains constant, i.e., no stationary phase loss occurs. Three parameter categories affect the 

CPC hydrodynamics: the column parameters (cell geometry, cell material), the physical 

properties of the biphasic solvent system (density, viscosity, interfacial tension, phase volume 

ratio; including any changes caused by introduction of the feed), and the operating parameters 

(rotational speed, flow rate, elution mode) [60, 61]. 

For high separation performance, it is desired to have a strong degree of dispersion of 

the mobile phase in the stationary phase in the form of fine droplets at the cell inlet, creating a 

large interfacial area for mass transfer. Since mass transport supplies the main contribution to 

band broadening in CPC [61-63], changes in the interfacial area arising from changes in flow 

patterns and regimes can have a marked effect on separation performance. At the cell outlet, 

fast coalescence of the mobile phase should occur to prevent stationary phase loss through 

carryover of entrained droplets from one cell to the next. High stationary phase fractions 

(𝑆 >0.5) are generally preferred, as they often result in better resolution [52].  
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Undesirable flow patterns, on the other hand, can have a detrimental effect on 

separation performance. Stationary phase back-mixing caused by the Coriolis force [7] and 

the presence of dead zones in which little to no phase mixing takes place [52] can lead to 

increased band broadening and retention time shifts [63]. Additionally, off-column (periphery) 

volumes should be kept as low as possible to prevent additional band broadening as a result 

of axial dispersion in the mobile phase [61, 64]. 

 

Column parameters 

The size and shape (geometry) of the CPC cells and channels as well as their material 

greatly contribute to the obtained hydrodynamic equilibrium. Ideally, the geometry of the cell 

inlet should promote mobile phase dispersion and that of the outlet mobile phase coalescence. 

Differences in wettability of the cell and channel walls, especially at the inlet, can also greatly 

affect flow patterns and dispersion [9, 52]. Several investigations comparing separation 

performance between different CPC column types and geometries have been performed [10, 

59, 65]. Somewhat recently, computational fluid dynamics modeling has been implemented in 

cell design [9, 59]. The column geometry and construction of the CPC set-up determines the 

maximum allowable column pressure drop, which poses a limitation on the operable range of 

flow rates and rotational speeds for a certain solvent system. The characteristics of the column 

best-suited to a particular separation task will depend on the properties of the solvent system 

to be used and the difficulty of the separation to be performed. 

 

Operating parameters 

 Both high rotational speeds and flow rates are generally beneficial for efficiency 

because they lead to high mobile phase dispersion and therefore a greater interfacial area for 

mass transfer. Neither can be increased indefinitely, however, due to an accompanying 

pressure drop increase across the column [66, 67]. In the case of increasing flow rate, the 

associated decrease in stationary phase retention must be considered as well. 𝑆  decreases 

at higher flow rates due to the mobile phase entering the coalescence zone near the outlet 

with a high velocity, which can lead to stationary phase entrainment in the mobile phase as it 

flows to the next cell. The residence time also decreases with an increase in flow rate, and the 

stationary phase fraction must decrease accordingly to restore the balance between residence 

time and coalescence time [7]. Multiple studies have reported that there is no further increase 

in 𝑁  or 𝑆  above a certain rotational speed, [19, 59, 61, 68, 69]. Therefore, especially for 

solvent systems of medium stability, such as those of the ARIZONA and HEMWat families, it 

is recommended to determine a fixed rotational speed offering a compromise between column 

pressure drop, stationary phase retention, and efficiency. The flow rate is then varied as an 

independent parameter in the separation design [7].  
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When switching from one elution mode (Des or As) to the other, a change in flow 

pattern and stationary phase retention behavior occurs due to the switch of the roles of the 

mobile and stationary phases and the flow direction, leading to the establishment of a new 

hydrodynamic equilibrium state [52]. When switching between elution modes, such as during 

a trapping MDM separation, the flow rates should be selected to prevent any stationary phase 

loss (i.e., to maintain a constant ratio of the upper and lower phases in the column). 

 

Physical properties 

As touched upon in Section 2.4.1, the phase compositions determined by the liquid-

liquid equilibria of the solvents (and feed solutes) influence the physical properties of the two 

phases, including density, viscosity, interfacial tension, as well as the volume ratio of the two 

phases. Since they affect the dispersion and coalescence behavior of the phases, these 

physical properties will in turn affect the hydrodynamics. 

Solvent system stability, that is, the ability to obtain a high stationary phase fraction at 

high flow rates, has been found to be dependent on the ratio of the interfacial tension and the 

density difference between the phases, 𝛾 ∆𝜌⁄  [7, 70]. Moderate values of 𝛾 ∆𝜌⁄  are preferred 

for a compromise between high stationary phase retention and high column efficiency. The 

viscosity ratio between the phases was also demonstrated to be a useful estimate of system 

stability [7].  

A disruption of the hydrodynamic equilibrium may occur following feed introduction at 

high concentrations or volumes when the physical properties of the feed solution differ greatly 

from those of the pure phases of the solvent system. For example, stationary phase loss may 

be observed when possible surfactant properties of the feed solutes lead to large alterations 

in interfacial tension, or when relative density differences between the feed and stationary 

phase may not allow for normal As or Des mode operation [14]. The occurrence and magnitude 

of these detrimental effects will depend on the specific characteristics of the feed solution and 

the selected solvent system and cannot be easily generalized or predicted. 

 

2.5 Process modeling  

As in conventional chromatography, there exists a wide range of modeling approaches 

for the description of LLC separation processes taking varying degrees of mechanistic detail 

into account and representing the column in different manners. A non-exhaustive list includes 

ideal models [32, 47, 71], non-equilibrium-dispersion/transport-dispersion [61-63] and 

equilibrium-dispersion [72] models, and non-equilibrium stage [73] and equilibrium stage 

models [18, 72, 74, 75]. All models in the LLC literature assume constant 𝑆  and linear 

conditions, the reasons for which are elaborated in Section 2.4.1. The work in this thesis is 

primarily focused on the design and modeling of trapping MDM through implementation of an 
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ideal short-cut model (Section 2.5.1) with or without additional, more detailed simulations using 

the equilibrium stage model (Section 2.5.2). 

 

2.5.1 Short-cut models (linear, ideal) 

The ideal model, also known as the (plug flow) equilibrium model, neglects any 

hydrodynamic and kinetic effects on dispersion. The separation is influenced only by 

convection of the solutes with the mobile phase and the thermodynamics, described by solute 

partition isotherms. The linear, ideal representation of LLC processes forms the basis of the 

short-cut models and design equations collected in a review article written by the thesis author 

and included in Appendix C. Short-cut models are often sufficient for initial operating parameter 

selection in LLC, even for more complicated processes such as elution extrusion [32] and 

continuous binary separation separations with sequential centrifugal partition chromatography 

(sCPC) [71]. The ideal model-based triangle theory that has become indispensable in the 

design of multi-column simulated moving bed processes in liquid-solid chromatography is 

another powerful example [76-78]. 

The ideal chromatography assumption ignores any effects of axial dispersion, mass 

transfer resistance, and non-ideal flow patterns on solute band broadening. The column is 

considered to be infinitely efficient (𝑁 → ∞), and all solute bands have infinitely steep 

concentration boundaries, i.e., they are identical to the ideal feed injection profile and travel 

unaltered through the column [79]. Local equilibrium between the mobile and stationary phases 

is permanently established [27]. These simplifications allow the derivation of LLC short-cut 

models based on the retention volume equation and time-dependent band front positions in 

the column (see Section 2.1, Equations (6)-(8)). The resulting model equations do not require 

a numerical solver, making short-cut models an easily-accessible design tool, even for those 

without process modeling expertise. 

The trade-off to the simplicity of short-cut models is that the ideal chromatography 

assumption can lead to over-estimation of purities and yields achieved under real process 

conditions. Parameter safety margins can be applied compensate for band overlap resulting 

from dispersive effects. However, the magnitude of this margin necessary to ensure the 

required performance will be dependent on the particularities of the separation. More detailed 

models should be used when higher performance prediction accuracy is needed. 

 

2.5.2 Equilibrium stage models (linear, non-ideal) 

In the equilibrium stage model, originally developed by Martin and Synge [53], an 

approximation of the column is established by its representation as a finite number of identical 

equilibrium stages connected in series (the model assumptions are listed in Appendix D). Band 
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broadening effects due to axial dispersion and mass transfer resistance are described by a 

single parameter: the number of stages, 𝑁 . Compared to the short-cut models, the equilibrium 

stage model provides a more accurate description of the process under non-ideal conditions 

and therefore better predicts separation performance, e.g., purity, yield, productivity. Despite 

using a single parameter to quantify all dispersive effects contributing to band broadening, 

differences in elution profiles of liquid-solid chromatography processes obtained using more 

detailed models are negligible when 𝑁 >100 [27]. The use of the equilibrium stage model under 

the linear chromatography assumption has been frequently reported in the LLC literature [18, 

72, 75, 80, 81]. 

 
Figure 8. Equilibrium stage model representation of a liquid-liquid chromatography column. 

As and Des elution modes depicted simultaneously. White shading: upper phase. Gray 

shading: lower phase. 

The mass balance around the 𝑖th equilibrium stage (see Figure 8), independent of 

elution mode, is given by Equation (11). 
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= 𝐹 𝑐 , − 𝑐 , + 𝐹 𝑐 , − 𝑐 ,  (11) 

with 𝑘 = 1 … 𝑛, where 𝑛 is the total number of solutes to be modeled and 𝑖 = 1 … 𝑁 . For each 

solute 𝑘, a set of 𝑁  ordinary differential equations must be solved at each time 𝑡, typically with 

a numerical solver. Before the start of a separation, the entire system is free of solutes. The 

batch injection initial and boundary conditions in the two elution modes are listed in 

Appendix D. Applying these conditions, Equation (11) can be rewritten for the As and Des 

modes as Equation (12) and Equation (13), respectively. As further described in Section 2.6, 

for a certain component, differing values of 𝑁  are often encountered in the two elution modes 

as a result of differences in hydrodynamics and solute retention behavior. With appropriate 

selection of the initial and boundary conditions, other operating modes, such as trapping MDM, 

can also be modeled. 
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2.6 Model-based design approach 

Accurate prediction of the interdependent and cumulative effects of all LLC parameters 

on separation performance (see Section 2.4) is currently not possible. Recent CPC studies 

have used flow visualization experiments and dimensional analysis to describe mobile phase 

dispersion [82], mobile phase coalescence [58], and stationary phase retention [8], primarily 

with respect to phase physical properties and operating parameters. The resulting correlating 

functions represent a promising approach for predicting hydrodynamic conditions on a solute-

free basis. However, further investigation is necessary to evaluate and improve the generality 

of these findings with respect to, e.g., different solvent systems and column geometries. The 

effects of feed introduction, which were not addressed, should also be explored. 

Therefore, at present, a simplified design strategy for achieving the preparative 

separation goal of high throughput is needed. Only a handful of reports regarding throughput 

maximization are currently found in the LLC literature, studying the effects of feed volume [81, 

83], concentration [14, 83], and flow rate [13]. However, all addressed batch injections only. A 

comprehensive, model-based design approach for throughput maximization was first 

presented in [20] and applied to continuous binary separations with sCPC. A similar approach, 

adapted to trapping MDM, is developed and implemented in this thesis. The design steps are 

summarized in the flow diagram in Figure 9 and described in the following. 

 

 

Figure 9. Model-based design approach for trapping multiple dual mode separations at 

maximized throughput.  
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To define the trapping MDM separation task, the intermediately-eluting target and main 

impurities must be identified. As mentioned in Section 2.3, a complex multi-component feed 

mixture can be reduced to a pseudo-ternary mixture for ease of modeling. The requirements 

of the separation, namely the purity and yield of the target, must also be established. 

Next, a suitable solvent system must be selected that provides high solubility of the 

feed starting mixture, sufficient stationary phase retention, adequately high selectivity, and 

partition coefficients in the desired range. In trapping MDM, the partition coefficient of the 

intermediately-eluting target component should be close to 1 to have similar step durations 

and solvent consumption in both elution modes. Several solvent system selection methods 

have been developed based on structured experimental approaches and correlations [22, 84-

86] as well as thermodynamic modeling [87-89]. However, the solvent system selection step 

did not play a prominent role in the investigations performed within the scope of this thesis. 

Following solvent system selection, the operating parameter limits allowing for stable, 

predictable operation are then identified. Considering the thermodynamic and hydrodynamic 

effects discussed in Section 2.4 and assuming a fixed column set-up and geometry, isothermal 

operation, and prior selection of a suitable rotational speed, the maximum feed concentration 

and the corresponding maximum flow rate must be determined. As mentioned in Section 2.3.2, 

the As and Des feed solutions for a trapping MDM separation are prepared simultaneously by 

dissolving the model mixture solutes or natural product starting mixture in the two phases of 

the solvent system in a single vessel. Following a period of mixing and equilibration, the upper 

and lower phases are separated for use as the As and Des feed solutions, respectively. The 

maximum feed concentration, described as the total mass of the mixture solutes or natural 

product starting mixture per total volume of the two phases during feed solution preparation, is 

that which both lies in the linear range of the partition isotherm(s) and at which the physical 

properties of the upper and lower phase feed solutions do not exhibit substantial deviations 

from those of the phases on a solute-free basis.  

The feed concentration at which a departure from the linear range of the partition 

isotherm occurs can be identified using the shake flask method. Known amounts of pure 

solute(s) or feed starting mixture are added to equal volumes of the upper and lower phases 

of the selected solvent system in a small vessel. Sufficient time and mixing energy for mass 

transfer and equilibrium partitioning of the solutes between the phases is supplied under 

isothermal conditions [49]. Aliquots are then taken from each phase and the solute 

concentrations in each determined using an analyte-appropriate method, such as high-

performance liquid chromatography or gas chromatography-mass spectrometry. Typically, 

shake flask measurements are performed for a range of feed or solute concentrations at close 

measurement intervals. The linear range limit of the partition isotherm is then determined by 

plotting the results in a 𝑐  vs. 𝑐  diagram and performing a linear regression analysis. An 
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example plot is found in Figure 10. Each point corresponds to a different known (shake flask 

sample) feed concentration. 

 

Figure 10. Example partition isotherm of solute 𝑘 with demarcation of linear range. 

The concentration-dependent influence of the feed solutes on the physical properties 

of the phases, such as density, viscosity, and interfacial tension, may be identified by 

measuring each property individually as in [20, 68]. In this thesis, the use of simple phase 

volume ratio [20] and settling time [24, 58, 90] measurements, using the same samples 

prepared for the shake flask measurements, is explored as an alternative. This approach has 

the advantage of not requiring any additional laboratory equipment, making it accessible to all 

LLC users.  

Changes in the phase volume ratio of the two phases in the presence of the feed can 

indicate the occurrence of a similar change in the column, possibly affecting the established 

𝑆  and flow patterns. Settling time measurements, performed by vigorously mixing the sample 

and then observing the time needed for reestablishment of a unified phase interface, can be 

used to assess changes in mixing and coalescence without flow visualization experiments 

requiring special non-commercial equipment [91]. Assuming a fixed mixing intensity and vessel 

geometry, the settling time is dependent on the physical properties of the phases and the 

phase ratio [92]. Generally, the shorter the settling time, the higher the stationary phase 

retention obtained in the column during operation [24, 58, 90]. An increase in settling time can 

therefore indicate hydrodynamic conditions in the column leading to stationary phase loss, 

e.g., emulsion formation. 

The maximum flow rate at fixed rotational speed at which the desired trapping MDM 

stationary phase fraction of 0.5 can be maintained is identified by performing stationary phase 

retention experiments. Using a solenoid valve to quickly alternate between pumping of the 

upper and lower phases before the start of rotation, the column is prepared with equal volumes 

of the two phases, equivalent to 𝑆 =0.5 in both elution modes. Once the full rotational speed 
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is reached, the mobile phase flow rate is increased at appropriate intervals until stationary 

phase loss is observed. These experiments may be performed on a solute-free basis [20] (i.e., 

with the solute-free upper and lower phases only) or, as in this thesis, in the presence of the 

feed at the selected maximum concentration. In the latter variation, the identified maximum 

applicable flow rate is often lower than that obtained for the pure phases. This is the result of 

hydrodynamic changes brought about by the presence of the feed, e.g., changes in mixing and 

coalescence behavior.  

With the operating parameter limits (maximum feed concentration, maximum flow rate) 

identified, the relevant model parameters are experimentally determined. For the linear, ideal 

short-cut model, the partition coefficients of the target and main impurities in the As and Des 

modes are required. For the equilibrium stage model, the number of theoretical stages of the 

three components in both elution modes must be determined as well. 𝐾 , , 𝐾 , , and 𝑁  can 

be measured from pulse injections performed at the selected flow rate. Under the Gaussian 

peak assumption, 𝐾 ,  and 𝐾 ,  can be calculated from the retention time using Equation (6), 

and 𝑁  can be derived using Equation (10).  

It is possible that the partition coefficients obtained in the two elution modes may differ 

from those measured in the absence of hydrodynamic effects using the shake flask method. 

The pulse injection partition coefficients are measured under the dynamic conditions of the 

column and are therefore subjected to any retention time shifts caused by non-ideal flow 

patterns such as stationary phase back-mixing and dead zones (see Section 2.4.2). The use 

of pulse injection partition coefficients for CPC modeling is preferred, as they better describe 

the solute retention behavior during the chromatographic process. Similarly, differing 

hydrodynamic conditions in the two elution modes often result in the measurement of different 

𝑁 ,  and 𝑁 , . For implementation of the equilibrium stage model, a constant value of 𝑁  is 

required for simulation of the As and Des modes. The average of 𝑁 ,  and 𝑁 ,  is then used 

for 𝑁 . This is generally a valid assumption for the typical trapping MDM process conditions of 

𝑆 =0.5 and selection of the same mobile phase flow rate in both modes.  

The remaining trapping MDM operating parameters to be selected are the step 

durations in the Loading and Separation stages, 𝑡 , 𝑡 , 𝑡 , 𝑡 , and the number of 

Separation stage cycles. The short-cut model can be used to identify valid combinations of 

these parameters that will result in a complete separation of the intermediately-eluting target 

under linear, ideal conditions. These parameter sets can then be screened for maximized 

throughput by evaluating the separation performance predicted by, in the case of this thesis, 

the short-cut model or the more detailed equilibrium stage model taking non-ideal band 

broadening into account (see Section 2.5). With the selected maximum feed concentration, 

maximum flow rate, step durations, and number of cycles at hand, the experimental trapping 

MDM separation at maximized throughput can be run.  
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3. Results 

 This section contains the four investigations published in the framework of this thesis 

and reprinted with permission from Elsevier. In Paper I (Section 3.1), the trapping MDM 

operating mode and associated short-cut model for operating parameter selection were 

presented and validated for the first time. Building off of Paper I, Paper II (Section 3.2) 

demonstrated the use of a model-based approach to achieve maximized trapping MDM 

throughput. The approach consisted of preliminary measurements for determination of the 

process limits (maximum feed concentration and mobile phase flow rate), as well as the use 

of the short-cut model coupled with detailed equilibrium stage model simulations for operating 

parameter selection (step durations and number of cycles). A model mixture was used for 

experimental validation. In Paper III (Section 3.3) a comparison study of the batch injection 

and trapping MDM operating modes was performed, also implementing the short-cut model 

coupled with equilibrium stage model simulations. Lastly, in Paper IV (Section 3.4), the model-

based design approach, this time combining preliminary measurements and an extended 

version of the short-cut model, without the use of the equilibrium stage model, was successfully 

applied for the separation of a target compound (nootkatone) from a complex natural product 

mixture.  
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3.1 Paper I 

Trapping multiple dual mode centrifugal partition chromatography for the separation of 

intermediately-eluting components: Operating parameter selection 

J. Goll, R. Morley, M. Minceva, Journal of Chromatography A, 1496 (2017) 68-79. 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.chroma.2017.03.039 

 

Author contribution: The thesis author made the main contribution to the derivation and 

development of the trapping MDM short-cut model, as well as to the interpretation of the 

experimental data. She completed the majority of the writing and editing of the manuscript. 

Summary: Paper I presented the trapping MDM operating mode for the first time along 

with the derivation of the associated short-cut model for the selection of the key operating 

parameters, namely the step durations and number of cycles. In an improvement over previous 

modeling attempts of similar processes [5, 47], the newly-derived short-cut model importantly 

considered the entire solute band widths within the column rather than a single-point position. 

The input parameters for the short-cut model are the flow rate, 𝐹, the phase volumes, 𝑉  and 

𝑉 , and the partition coefficients, 𝐾 , and 𝐾 , , of the intermediately-eluting target B and 

impurities A and C. Additionally, the band positions of the trapped component B at the end of 

the Loading and Separation stage steps, 𝑥  and 𝑥 , must be selected to fulfill the given 

set of restrictions. The step durations during Loading, 𝑡 / , and Separation, 𝑡 / , are 

determined from the solute propagation velocity (Equation (7)) and band positions 𝑥  and 

𝑥 . The number of Separation cycles needed to fully elute impurity components A and C from 

the column before starting the Recovery stage are determined in a similar manner. 

Two validation experiments using the short-cut model for the design of the separation 

of ternary feed mixtures (1:1:1) at low concentration were successfully performed. The model 

mixtures consisted of parabens differing only in their alkyl chain lengths with 𝛼 as low as 1.5. 

In Experiment 1, ethylparaben, propylparaben, and butylparaben were used, with 

propylparaben as the trapped intermediately-eluting component B. The band front positions 

were 𝑥 =0.3 and 𝑥 =0.7. In Experiment 2, methylparaben, ethylparaben, and 

propylparaben were used as the feed mixture, this time with ethylparaben as component B. 

The band front positions were 𝑥 =0.1 and 𝑥 =0.5. Trapped component purities and yields 

were >99.9% and >96.5% in Experiment 1, respectively, and 99.3% and >97.0% in 

Experiment 2. In Experiment 1, 35% of the total column volume was loaded with the feed 

solution, a vast improvement compared to the 5% limit often recommended for LLC 

separations in batch injection mode [24]. These results demonstrate the beneficial use of 

trapping MDM for ternary separations with high feed loading volumes. 
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3.2 Paper II 

Trapping multiple dual mode centrifugal partition chromatography for the separation of 

intermediately-eluting components: Throughput maximization strategy 

R. Morley, M. Minceva, Journal of Chromatography A, 1501 (2017) 26-38. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.chroma.2017.04.033 

 

Author contribution: The thesis author held the primary role in this investigation, 

including conceptualization, methodology design, development of the gPROMS model, 

experiment execution, and results analysis. She both wrote and edited the manuscript. 

Summary: In Paper II, the short-cut model validated in Paper I was integrated into a 

comprehensive model-based design approach for throughput maximization. The approach 

takes process limitations associated with the system thermodynamics and hydrodynamics into 

account as well as uses simulations to predict band broadening effects and performance.  

As in Paper I, a model feed mixture of three parabens (1:1:1) was used with 

ethylparaben as the intermediately-eluting target. Stringent purity and yield requirements of 

≥99% were set. Preliminary measurements found the limit of the linear range to be a feed 

concentration (i.e., all three parabens with respect to the combined volume of the two phases) 

of approximately 30 mg ml-1. The stationary phase retention experiments were performed in 

the presence of the 30 mg ml-1 feed solution, identifying a maximum flow rate of 12 ml min-1 

for maintenance of 𝑆 =0.5. This flow rate was well below that obtained for the pure phases, 

which was attributed to the two-fold increase in settling time at a 30 mg ml-1 feed concentration. 

No significant change in the phase volume ratio was observed within this concentration range. 

The short-cut model was used as a preliminary operating parameter selection tool and 

coupled with a time-saving iterative strategy for identification of the step durations resulting in 

the highest throughput predicted by equilibrium stage model simulations. Good agreement was 

found between the simulated and experimental results, and no stationary phase loss occurred. 

The loaded feed volume was approximately 52% of the total column volume, over 10-fold 

greater than the 5% column volume loading maximum often recommended for LLC batch 

injections [24]. The target ethylparaben was obtained at 99.5% purity and 98.4% yield.  

A comparison of the simulated separation performance of the trapping MDM separation 

at maximized throughput and an equivalent stacked batch injection process was made. 

Trapping MDM achieved a 1.7-fold higher productivity and 40% lower solvent consumption. 

The results demonstrated trapping MDM to be a viable alternative to batch injections for the 

high-throughput isolation of intermediately-eluting compounds from ternary mixtures. 

However, a generalized description of the range of separation tasks for which the use of 

trapping MDM is advantageous remained to be determined. This topic formed the basis of 

Paper III. 
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3.3 Paper III 

Operating mode selection for the separation of intermediately-eluting components with 

countercurrent and centrifugal partition chromatography 

R. Morley, M. Minceva, Journal of Chromatography A, 1594 (2019) 140-148. 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.chroma.2019.02.020 

 

 Author contribution: The study performed in this paper was led by the thesis author, 

from conceptualization, to coding and model development in MATLAB, as well as execution of 

the simulations and analysis of the results. She wrote the manuscript and completed the 

necessary edits.  

 Summary: The objective of Paper III was to explore the question opened at the end of 

Paper II: Which ternary separation operating mode, trapping MDM or batch injections, is best-

suited for which separation tasks? The 64 separation tasks evaluated in this study were defined 

by three parameters representing a difficulty range from preliminary feed fractionation to final 

product polishing: separation factors from easy (𝛼=2.0) to very difficult (𝛼=1.1) and purity and 

yield requirements between 75% and 99%. For a fair comparison of performance, all 

simulations were based on the same CPC column, and productivities were maximized with 

respect to the corresponding independent parameters of the two operating modes. These were 

the flow rate, 𝐹, and the injection volume, 𝑉 , for batch injections and the short-cut model 

band positions, 𝑥  and 𝑥 , for trapping MDM.  

 Simulations based on the equilibrium stage model were run using realistic column 

parameters and empirical correlations 𝑆 = 𝑓(𝐹) and 𝑁 = 𝑓(𝐹, 𝐾 ). Several improvements 

were made to the model used in Paper II. For trapping MDM simulations, the number of cycles 

was determined on-the-fly by running a test Recovery stage at the end of each cycle until a 

productivity maximum was obtained. The requirement of complete elution of impurities A and 

C from the column before the start of the Recovery stage was also lifted. Chromatogram 

evaluation was automated using an algorithm [93] to determine the product collection interval 

for maximum yield at a set purity requirement. 

 The results showed that, unlike batch injections, trapping MDM could fulfill nearly all 

studied separation tasks except for the two most difficult (𝛼=1.1, 𝑌𝑙𝑑 =99%, 𝑃𝑢𝑟 =95% and 

99%). The advantage of trapping MDM was most pronounced for 𝛼=1.3, at which only low 

purity and yield requirements could be met with batch injections. At 𝛼=1.5 or higher, batch 

injections generally outperformed trapping MDM. This study is the only known example of a 

detailed operating mode comparison in the LLC literature and provides helpful heuristics for 

operating mode selection for ternary separations.  
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C. Summary of maximum productivity and corresponding independent parameters values for each separation task 
 

Batch injection mode 

   α = 1.1  α = 1.3  α = 1.5 

 Parameter Unit 
Yldreq 

75% 

Yldreq 

85% 

Yldreq 

95% 

Yldreq 

99% 
 

Yldreq 

75% 

Yldreq 

85% 

Yldreq 

95% 

Yldreq 

99% 
 

Yldreq 

75% 

Yldreq 

85% 

Yldreq 

95% 

Yldreq 

99% 

P
ur

re
q 

7
5%

 Maximum productivity [g l-1 h-1] n/a n/a n/a n/a  2.90 2.52 1.01 n/a  5.54 5.48 4.48 3.23 

Flow rate [ml min-1] n/a n/a n/a n/a  20 20 12 n/a  26 28 20 20 

Injection volume [ml] n/a n/a n/a n/a  20 15 10 n/a  30 25 30 20 

P
u

r re
q 

8
5%

 Maximum productivity [g l-1 h-1] n/a n/a n/a n/a  1.74 1.29 n/a n/a  4.54 4.41 3.55 2.15 

Flow rate [ml min-1] n/a n/a n/a n/a  16 16 n/a n/a  26 24 22 18 

Injection volume [ml] n/a n/a n/a n/a  15 10 n/a n/a  25 25 20 15 

P
ur

re
q
 9

5
%

 Maximum productivity [g l-1 h-1] n/a n/a n/a n/a  n/a n/a n/a n/a  3.26 2.90 2.08 0.87 

Flow rate [ml min-1] n/a n/a n/a n/a  n/a n/a n/a n/a  24 20 18 12 

Injection volume [ml] n/a n/a n/a n/a  n/a n/a n/a n/a  20 20 15 10 

P
u

r re
q 

9
9%

 Maximum productivity [g l-1 h-1] n/a n/a n/a n/a  n/a n/a n/a n/a  2.01 1.64 0.84 n/a 

Flow rate [ml min-1] n/a n/a n/a n/a  n/a n/a n/a n/a  20 16 12 n/a 

Injection volume [ml] n/a n/a n/a n/a  n/a n/a n/a n/a  15 15 10 n/a 
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Batch injection mode (cont’d) 

   α = 1.7  α = 2.0  

 Parameter Unit 
Yldreq 

75% 

Yldreq 

85% 

Yldreq 

95% 

Yldreq 

99% 
 

Yldreq 

75% 

Yldreq 

85% 

Yldreq 

95% 

Yldreq 

99% 
 

P
ur

re
q 

7
5%

 Maximum productivity [g l-1 h-1] 5.54 5.48 4.48 3.23  8.02 8.02 7.15 6.34  

Flow rate [ml min-1] 26 28 20 20  30 30 30 30  

Injection volume [ml] 30 25 30 20  45 45 35 30  

P
ur

re
q 

8
5%

 Maximum productivity [g l-1 h-1] 4.54 4.41 3.55 2.15  6.80 6.63 6.12 4.99  

Flow rate [ml min-1] 26 24 22 18  30 30 30 26  

Injection volume [ml] 25 25 20 15  40 35 30 30  

P
ur

re
q 

9
5%

 Maximum productivity [g l-1 h-1] 3.26 2.90 2.08 0.87  5.55 5.48 4.78 3.71  

Flow rate [ml min-1] 24 20 18 12  30 30 26 24  

Injection volume [ml] 20 20 15 10  35 30 30 25  

P
ur

re
q
 9

9
%

 Maximum productivity [g l-1 h-1] 2.01 1.64 0.84 n/a  4.46 4.32 3.60 2.64  

Flow rate [ml min-1] 20 16 12 n/a  28 26 24 22  

Injection volume [ml] 15 15 10 n/a  30 30 25 20  
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Trapping MDM mode 

   α = 1.1  α = 1.3  α = 1.5 

 Parameter Unit 
Yldreq 

75% 

Yldreq 

85% 

Yldreq 

95% 

Yldreq 

99% 
 

Yldreq 

75% 

Yldreq 

85% 

Yldreq 

95% 

Yldreq 

99% 
 

Yldreq 

75% 

Yldreq 

85% 

Yldreq 

95% 

Yldreq 

99% 

P
u

r re
q 

7
5%

 

Maximum productivity [g l-1 h-1] 0.22 0.19 0.14 0.07  2.40 2.24 1.66 1.14  5.05 5.05 3.81 2.60 

xload [-] 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.25  0.10 0.15 0.25 0.25  0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 

xsep [-] 0.70 0.60 0.40 0.30  0.50 0.90 0.80 0.70  0.15 0.15 0.30 0.50 

Separation stage cycles [-] 7 13 103 126  1 1 2 3  1 1 1 1 

P
ur

re
q
 8

5
%

 

Maximum productivity [g l-1 h-1] 0.15 0.13 0.10 0.04  1.68 1.58 1.26 0.92  4.07 3.85 3.03 2.09 

xload [-] 0.30 0.30 0.40 0.15  0.10 0.10 0.25 0.20  0.10 0.10 0.10 0.25 

xsep [-] 0.60 0.60 0.45 0.20  0.70 0.85 0.65 0.65  0.20 0.25 0.20 0.65 

Separation stage cycles [-] 14 16 134 134  1 1 3 3  1 1 2 2 

P
ur

re
q 

9
5%

 

Maximum productivity [g l-1 h-1] 0.09 0.08 0.06 n/a  1.19 1.13 0.89 0.66  2.73 2.59 2.20 1.73 

xload [-] 0.40 0.45 0.35 n/a  0.25 0.20 0.20 0.25  0.10 0.20 0.15 0.25 

xsep [-] 0.55 0.55 0.40 n/a  0.90 0.80 0.65 0.50  0.15 0.95 0.90 0.75 

Separation stage cycles [-] 42 75 164 n/a  2 2 3 7  3 1 1 2 

P
u

r re
q 

9
9%

 

Maximum productivity [g l-1 h-1] 0.06 0.05 0.03 n/a  0.86 0.80 0.67 0.50  1.95 1.94 1.67 1.30 

xload [-] 0.50 0.45 0.25 n/a  0.20 0.25 0.30 0.30  0.15 0.15 0.25 0.20 

xsep [-] 0.55 0.50 0.30 n/a  0.90 0.80 0.70 0.45  0.90 0.95 0.75 0.75 

Separation stage cycles [-] 180 190 193 n/a  2 3 5 15  1 1 2 2 
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Trapping MDM mode (cont’d) 

   α = 1.7  α = 2.0  

 Parameter Unit 
Yldreq 

75% 

Yldreq 

85% 

Yldreq 

95% 

Yldreq 

99% 
 

Yldreq 

75% 

Yldreq 

85% 

Yldreq 

95% 

Yldreq 

99% 
 

P
u

r re
q 

7
5%

 

Maximum productivity [g l-1 h-1] 5.94 5.94 5.41 4.30  5.89 5.89 5.89 5.19  

xload [-] 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.10  0.20 0.20 0.20 0.15  

xsep [-] 0.20 0.20 0.25 0.20  0.25 0.25 0.25 0.20  

Separation stage cycles [-] 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1  

P
ur

re
q
 8

5
%

 

Maximum productivity [g l-1 h-1] 5.30 5.03 4.74 3.36  5.53 5.53 5.10 4.07  

xload [-] 0.15 0.15 0.10 0.10  0.20 0.20 0.15 0.15  

xsep [-] 0.20 0.25 0.15 0.30  0.25 0.25 0.20 0.30  

Separation stage cycles [-] 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1  

P
ur

re
q 

9
5%

 

Maximum productivity [g l-1 h-1] 4.20 3.90 3.25 2.37  4.78 4.78 3.97 3.47  

xload [-] 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.15  0.15 0.15 0.15 0.10  

xsep [-] 0.15 0.20 0.30 0.70  0.20 0.20 0.30 0.20  

Separation stage cycles [-] 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1  

P
u

r re
q 

9
9%

 

Maximum productivity [g l-1 h-1] 3.02 2.90 2.35 2.06  4.11 3.94 3.36 2.56  

xload [-] 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.30  0.15 0.15 0.10 0.40  

xsep [-] 0.25 0.30 0.45 0.75  0.20 0.25 0.20 0.80  

Separation stage cycles [-] 1 1 1 2  1 1 1 2  

 



3.4 Paper IV 

Trapping multiple dual mode liquid-liquid chromatography: Preparative separation of 

nootkatone from a natural product extract 

R. Morley, M. Minceva, Journal of Chromatography A, 1625 (2020) 461272. 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.chroma.2020.461272 

 

 Author contribution: The thesis author had the leading role in completion of this paper, 

from conceptualization to experiment execution and data analysis. She completed the 

manuscript and performed the necessary edits. 

 Summary: Paper IV concerned the implementation of the trapping MDM model-based 

design strategy for the high-throughput separation of nootkatone from a real natural product 

mixture of over 90 compounds. The starting mixture was obtained from an industrial orange 

juice processing side stream in which the target, nootkatone (NK), was present at 17%, and 

only three of the remaining compounds were found at greater than 2%: valencene (13%), 

eudesmenol (ED, 9%), and intermedeol (IM, 6%).  

 In this demonstrative study, NK was found to co-elute with ED, leading to the two 

components to be treated as a single pseudo-component for the process design: NK+ED. The 

remaining major impurity considered was IM, with a separation factor of approximately 1.2 with 

respect to NK+ED. According to the findings of Paper III, this separation factor rendered the 

use of trapping MDM advantageous.  

 The maximum feed concentration and flow rate were determined in the same manner 

as in Paper II. The linear range limit of the partition isotherm of NK as well as increases in 

settling time and phase volume ratio all coincided at approximately 100 mg ml-1. A maximum 

flow rate of 14 ml min-1 was measured in the presence of the feed solution. Safety margins 

were applied to these parameters for the remaining design steps and final separation, which 

were performed with a feed concentration of 75 mg ml-1 and 12 ml min-1 flow rate. 

 For selection of the step durations and number of cycles, the short-cut model was 

extended for calculation of the process throughput. The trapped component B band position 

during the Separation stage, 𝑥 , was fixed at 0.8 while varying 𝑥 . An 𝑥  of 0.42 was 

identified for the maximized-throughput experiment, corresponding to a feed loading of 46% of 

the total column volume. No stationary phase loss occurred during the experiment. The 

Recovery stage NK+ED yield was 85%, with a purity of 97% with respect to IM only and 78% 

with respect to all impurities. These purities far exceeded those obtained with the low volume 

pulse injections. The results of this study demonstrate the effectiveness of trapping MDM and 

the model-based design approach for separations of complex mixtures, even when using only 

the mathematically simple short-cut model.  
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4. Overall discussion 

As stated in the Introduction, this thesis aims to fulfill two objectives: (1) to develop and 

validate a model-based design approach for trapping MDM operating parameter selection and 

(2) to demonstrate the effectiveness and flexibility of this approach through its implementation 

in varying contexts. Section 4.1 discusses the preliminary measurements for determination of 

the process limits (feed concentration and flow rate) with respect to the thermodynamics and 

hydrodynamics of the two-phase solvent system making up the mobile and stationary phases. 

Section 4.2 reviews the application of model-based approaches of varying detail to selection 

of the trapping MDM step durations and cycle numbers. In Section 4.3, the use of the model-

based approach for operating mode comparison is addressed. 

 

4.1 Determination of process limits 

 As LLC is a preparative separation technique, it is desired to process large amounts of 

feed in a short amount of time to obtain a high throughput. However, the high feed 

concentrations, feed volumes, and flow rates associated with high-throughput conditions can 

adversely affect process stability (e.g., observed as stationary phase loss) and predictability 

(e.g., expected solute retention times and band broadening). As discussed in Section 2.4, the 

complex interplay of changes in the thermodynamic and hydrodynamic conditions in the 

column brought about by the introduction of high feed loadings cannot be fully predicted yet. 

Preliminary experiments to determine the operating parameter limits are therefore necessary.  

A simple method for determination of the operating parameter limits (maximum feed 

concentration and associated maximum mobile phase flow rates) available to all LLC users 

was investigated in Papers II and IV. The maximum feed concentrations were identified 

through phase volume ratio and settling time measurements, as well as linear range 

determination of the partition isotherms of the components of interest using the shake flask 

method. For method simplicity, direct measurements of the physical properties of the phases, 

such as density, viscosity, and interfacial tension, were not made. Stationary phase retention 

experiments were then carried out in presence of the maximum concentration feed solutions 

to determine the highest mobile phase flow rate at which the desired trapping MDM stationary 

phase fraction of 0.5 could be maintained in both elution modes. The loaded feed volume in 

the stationary phase retention experiments, equivalent to 50% of the mobile phase volume in 

the column, corresponded to the upper volume loading range typically encountered in trapping 

MDM. By monitoring stationary phase loss with respect to flow rate, an indirect assessment of 

the hydrodynamic stability of the two-phase system in the presence of the feed solution was 

obtained, bypassing the need for, e.g., flow visualization techniques requiring specialized, non-

commercial equipment [7, 94]. 
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The two feed mixtures and selected solvent systems evaluated in Papers II and IV 

exhibited different behavior with respect to the linear range, settling time, and phase volume 

ratio as a function of feed concentration. The settling time of the model paraben mixture 

(Paper II) already started increasing above a feed concentration (defined with respect to the 

total mass of all solutes dissolved in the total volume of the sample, i.e., the upper and lower 

phases) of 10 mg ml-1, whereas the complex nootkatone starting mixture (Paper IV) first 

exhibited a settling time increase at a concentration approximately 10-fold higher. For the 

nootkatone starting mixture, a maximum feed concentration of 100 mg ml-1 was selected, 

corresponding to the onset of increases in settling time and phase volume ratio, as well as with 

the linear range limit of the partition coefficient of the target nootkatone. A safety margin was 

applied to this value for the experimental run, in which a feed concentration of 75 mg ml-1 was 

used. For the paraben mixture, the linear range limit (30 mg ml-1) was selected as the 

concentration maximum in the interest of higher throughput, despite the earlier increase in 

settling time.  

In the stationary phase retention experiments performed in presence of the feed 

solutions, considerably lower maximum flow rates were identified for both the paraben and 

nootkatone mixtures (up to approximately 50% and 30% lower, respectively) compared to 

previous measurements with solute-free mobile and stationary phases. The lower maximum 

flow rates for maintenance of 𝑆 = 0.5 identified by the stationary phase retention experiments 

agree with the recommendation to decrease the mobile phase flow rate when working with 

high-concentration feed solutions to reduce stationary phase loss found in [13, 15, 52]. It is 

claimed that lower flow rates allow additional time for the high-concentration feed solution to 

be diluted by the mobile phase following introduction to the column. As the properties of the 

diluted feed solution approach those of the solute-free mobile phase, its disruptive effects on 

stationary phase retention become less pronounced [13, 15, 52]. The longer residence time in 

the cells obtained with a lower flow rate may also compensate for prolonged coalescence time 

of the mobile phase in the presence of the feed, preventing stationary phase carry-over from 

one cell to the next that can be observed as stationary phase loss at the outlet. 

The successful experimental trapping MDM separations achieved in Papers II and IV 

in the absence of stationary phase loss demonstrate the effectiveness of the simple operating 

parameter limit determination method described above. In the case of the nootkatone mixture, 

it is observed that the hydrodynamics of the column can be strongly negatively affected even 

when substantial increases in settling time and phase volume ratio are not observed. 

Therefore, in selecting the maximum feed concentration, it may suffice to only perform shake 

flask measurements to determine the linear range limit. The subsequent determination of the 

maximum flow rate (i.e., stationary phase retention measurements performed in presence of 

the high-concentration feed solutions) account for hydrodynamic changes brought about by 
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alterations of the physical properties of the phases, without the need for direct (e.g., density, 

viscosity, interfacial tension) or indirect evaluation (e.g., settling time) of physical property 

changes. This hypothesis should be applied to other feed mixtures and solvent system types 

to evaluate and verify its generality of application. 

A key advantage of the simple operating parameter limit determination method is that 

no additional equipment is required other than an analytical method for concentration 

measurement of the aliquots taken in the shake flask experiments. With this experiment-based 

method, however, the identified operating parameter limits are only applicable for a certain 

feed mixture, solvent system, column, and rotational speed. Ideally, it would be possible to 

predict these limits using general correlations or models and with few or no experimental 

measurements. Before such options are available, there remains much research to be done 

to better understand and predict the combined effects of feed and solvent system properties, 

column parameters, and operating parameters on process stability. Several relevant CPC 

studies reported in the literature are discussed below. 

Recent investigations into the effects of physical properties and operating parameters 

on stationary phase retention using flow visualization have indicated that correlations based 

on the dimensionless Capillary number, which quantifies the mobile phase dispersion process 

at the cell inlet expressed as the ratio of the product of the mobile phase viscosity and its 

velocity at the cell inlet and the interfacial tension (𝐶𝑎 = (𝜂 𝑣 ) 𝛾⁄ ), can be used to predict 

stationary phase retention [8, 58]. This approach requires measurements of viscosity and 

interfacial tension and calculation of the mobile phase velocity from the volumetric flow rate 

and the cell inlet geometry. The presented correlation was found to predict trends in 𝑆  for the 

studied ARIZONA systems in both As and Des modes and under different operating conditions. 

Trends for other aqueous-organic systems as well as ARIZONA systems modified with 

additives could also be described. Although a useful approach for preliminary evaluation of 

different solvent systems, 𝑆  could not be predicted to a high degree of accuracy, making the 

correlation unsuitable for rigorous process design in its current form. The applicability of the 

correlation to other CPC devices and geometries, as well as to other classes of solvent 

systems (e.g., aqueous two-phase systems) remains to be evaluated. With the development 

of a generalized, accurate correlation, it could also be possible to predict the effects of feed 

solution introduction by comparing predicted 𝑆  values of the solvent system and the feed. It 

should be noted, however, that the development of the correlation was based on experiments 

performed with equilibrated mobile and stationary phases, and the effects of the sudden 

introduction of a feed solution not in equilibrium with the two-phase system in the column were 

not explored. 

The destabilizing effects of high-concentration feed solutions, namely complete loss of 

the stationary phase (flooding), have been studied using flow visualization in [14]. To avoid 
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flooding conditions, the authors recommended the construction of a pseudo-ternary phase 

diagram describing the miscibility of the mobile phase, stationary phase, and feed solution. 

This phase diagram is then used to determine the maximum feed concentration at which two 

distinct phases exist, i.e., remain immiscible. This approach differs from the criteria used to 

determine the maximum feed concentration in this thesis. All feed concentrations studied in 

Papers II and IV were within the immiscible two-phase composition region. Although the study 

in [14] provided valuable insights into the effects of high feed loading on hydrodynamic stability, 

only one natural product feed mixture was studied, and the influence of the operating 

parameters was not considered. Despite successfully avoiding the extreme case of flooding, 

the preliminary experiments (e.g., pseudo-ternary diagram construction) were not able to 

predict the conditions at which stationary phase loss was completely prevented [14, 15]. 

In addition to the development of correlations or models for accurate prediction of 𝑆  

under high-concentration feed loadings, studies of the trade-off between feed concentration 

and applicable mobile phase flow rate for maintenance of the desired stationary phase fraction 

would also be of interest. As the feed concentration is lowered, the composition and physical 

properties approach those of the mobile phase, leading to improved hydrodynamic stability 

and rendering operation at higher flow rates possible. Although this decreases the feed amount 

processed per run, working at a higher flow rate can have a positive effect on the throughput 

by both decreasing the separation time and increasing the column efficiency, i.e., by increasing 

mass transfer through increase of the interfacial area between the mobile and stationary 

phases. Given the current state of research and understanding of the complex thermodynamic 

and hydrodynamic effects affecting CPC separation performance, the approach for operating 

parameter limit determination demonstrated in this thesis (i.e., identification of maximum feed 

concentration through evaluation of the linear range limit using the shake flask method, 

selection of the maximum mobile phase flow rate with stationary phase retention experiments 

performed in presence of the high-concentration feed solutions) can be recommended as a 

simple, effective, and accurate method. 

 

4.2 Model-based operating parameter selection 

 After choosing the feed concentration and flow rate, there remain five interdependent 

parameters to be selected in the design of a trapping MDM separation: the step durations in 

the Loading, 𝑡 , 𝑡 , and Separation stages 𝑡 , 𝑡 , as well as the number of Separation 

stage cycles. The trapping MDM short-cut model was twice demonstrated in Paper I to allow 

selection of a set of step durations and cycles resulting in complete separation of the 

intermediately-eluting target component. However, although the short-cut model allows access 

to the operating parameter space (combinations of step durations and number of cycles) 
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resulting in a complete separation under ideal chromatography assumptions, its original form 

derived in Paper I does not provide any information regarding the selection of the optimal set 

of parameters fulfilling the separation objective (e.g., throughput maximization). 

Several approaches for selection of the best set of operating parameters were explored 

in this thesis. In Papers II and III, the short-cut model was used for identification of valid 

operating parameter sets under linear, ideal conditions, followed by process simulations based 

on the equilibrium stage model to evaluate the separation performance (i.e., throughput and 

productivity, respectively). In Paper IV, evaluation of the process throughput for different 

operating parameter sets was performed using an extended form of the short-cut model, 

without detailed equilibrium stage model simulations. 

In the throughput maximization study using a paraben ternary model mixture in 

Paper II, an iterative approach was used for screening of the parameter sets defined by the 

short-cut model, with the use of process simulations taking non-ideal band broadening into 

account for evaluation of the separation performance. The time-saving iterative approach was 

begun with parameter sets defined by the short-cut model at the highest values of 𝑥  and 

𝑥 . The band positions were incrementally decreased in a rational manner until the purity 

and yield restrictions of 99% were satisfied according to the simulated separation performance. 

This allowed determination of the maximum process throughput with a minimal number of 

simulations, and a successful experimental validation was completed. The slight discrepancy 

between the predicted and experimental elution profiles was likely due to hydrodynamic 

changes brought about by the high-concentration feed, which was selected at the identified 

maximum of the linear range without the application of a safety margin. However, as the study 

did not screen the entire parameter space and only focused on a single separation task, a 

more thorough investigation of trapping MDM separation performance was conducted in 

Paper III.  

A comparison study of batch injection and trapping MDM performance was made in 

Paper III. Productivity calculations based on the results of equilibrium stage model simulations 

were used to thoroughly screen the trapping MDM operating parameter space defined by the 

short-cut model (i.e., all 𝑥 , 𝑥  pairs) for 64 different separation tasks. An analogous 

procedure was performed for the batch injection operating mode. This time, the equilibrium 

stage model was used to simulate a variation of the trapping MDM process that allowed for 

shorter run times. The number of Separation stage cycles was determined on-the-fly rather 

than defined with the input variables. When the test Recovery stage chromatogram performed 

after each cycle indicated a productivity maximum under fulfillment of the purity and yield 

requirements, the simulation was ended. It was not necessary to fully elute impurity 

components A and C from the column before the start of Recovery. The obtained plots of 

productivity vs. the trapped component band positions in the Loading, 𝑥 , and Separation 
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stages, 𝑥 , gave insight into typical trapping MDM performance trends. These results could 

be used to inform future studies using numerical optimization procedures. 

A simplified approach for operating parameter selection was explored in Paper IV. As 

simulation tools for process design are often unavailable to the LLC operator, the effectiveness 

of using the short-cut model alone for high-throughput process design was investigated. The 

short-cut model from Paper I was extended to allow for throughput evaluation for screening of 

valid operating parameter sets under linear, ideal conditions. This approach was applied to the 

separation of nootkatone (NK) from a complex natural product starting mixture. The results of 

the successful experimental separation run demonstrated the applicability of this simplified 

design approach using only the short-cut model to even complex mixtures. Higher purities 

could have perhaps been obtained, however, by accounting for the numerous trace impurities 

and increasing the number of cycles. Nevertheless, the short-cut model was again proven to 

be a simple and accessible, yet powerful, design tool. 

Papers II, III, and IV all used the short-cut model to determine the valid operating 

parameter space followed by separation performance evaluation using modeling approaches 

of varying detail. The results of these investigations demonstrate the flexibility of the model-

based design approach, allowing it to be tailored to the available software and simulation 

expertise of the operator, as well as the final design goal, e.g., a single separation run of a 

complex natural product sample or a detailed optimization for the isolation of a product from a 

well-defined starting mixture.  

 

4.3 Operating mode comparison 

Paper III demonstrated the use of the model-based design approach for the thorough 

comparison of trapping MDM performance with that of batch injections, the standard ternary 

separation operating mode. A fair comparison between the two operating modes was made by 

optimizing each for maximum productivity with respect to the independent operating parameter 

variables. These variables were the flow rate and injection volume in batch injection mode and 

the trapped component band positions at the end of the Loading and Separation steps in 

trapping MDM.  

 The results of Paper III positioned trapping MDM as especially advantageous when 

𝛼=1.3 and moderate to high purities and yields are required (approximately >80%). The results 

highlight the separation tasks for which the improvement in separation performance may be 

worth the additional hardware and design complexity associated with trapping MDM. 

Additionally, trapping MDM expands the applicability of LLC from the recommended 𝛼=1.5 with 

batch injections [24] to separation factors as low as 𝛼=1.1. However, the high cycle numbers 

encountered at very low separation factors, leading to long run times and high solvent 
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consumption, indicate that trapping MDM is a viable option in these cases only when the 

product has an economic value high enough to offset the production cost. 

 Batch injections were found to be advantageous over trapping MDM at 𝛼=1.5 and 

higher, coinciding with one of the experimentally established heuristics of LLC separation 

design [24]. These results demonstrate that the same conclusions and helpful design 

guidelines can be obtained from simulation studies such as those performed in Paper III in 

place of time- and material-consuming experiments and the need to collect years of practical 

experience through trial-and-error lab work. This operating mode comparison strategy based 

on the model-based design approach could in the future be applied to any separation task and 

any LLC operating modes, pending that an appropriate process model and necessary 

experimental data, e.g., 𝑆 = 𝑓(𝐹), are available. To the best knowledge of the author, Paper III 

contains the only LLC study of this type to date.  
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5. Conclusions 

The investigations constituting this thesis and published in Papers I through IV explored 

the development and implementation of the model-based design approach for trapping MDM 

separations of intermediately-eluting target components. In Paper I, the trapping MDM 

operating mode was presented for the first time along with an ideal chromatography short-cut 

model and proof-of-concept experimental validation using two ternary model mixtures. The 

short-cut model was used for rational selection of five interdependent trapping MDM operating 

parameters: As and Des step durations during the Loading and Separation stages, and the 

number of cycles. 

In Paper II, a trapping MDM throughput maximization strategy using the LLC model-

based design approach was developed and validated, again using a model ternary mixture. 

The maximum feed concentration was selected based on settling time and phase volume ratio 

measurements, as well as shake flask measurements to determine the linear ranges of the 

partition isotherms. Stationary phase retention experiments were then used to select the 

maximum flow rate at which the set stationary phase fraction of 0.5 could be maintained in the 

presence of the high-concentration feed. The short-cut model was used to identify 

combinations of Loading and Separation step durations resulting in complete separation under 

ideal conditions (i.e., in the absence of dispersive effects). The set of step durations resulting 

in the highest throughput was selected using an iterative evaluation procedure based on 

equilibrium stage model simulations and taking non-idealities into account. The successful 

experimental run exhibited good agreement with the simulations. 

The comparison study in Paper III identified the range of separation tasks (i.e., 

separation factors, purity and yield requirements) for which trapping MDM outperformed 

standard batch injections with respect to productivity. Again, the short-cut model was used in 

conjunction with equilibrium stage model simulations. Trapping MDM was found to be 

especially advantageous for difficult separations with 𝛼 of approximately 1.3 or lower, 

extending the application of LLC beyond the minimum separation factor of 1.5 recommended 

for batch injections. The results provide LLC users with clear guidelines for selection of the 

best-suited operating mode for their ternary separation, eliminating the need for time-

consuming experimental studies of performance comparison. 

Paper IV applied the model-based design strategy for throughput maximization to a 

complex natural product mixture. A successful trapping MDM separation was achieved using 

only the mathematically simple short-cut model, which was extended for evaluation of the 

process throughput. Despite the lower performance prediction accuracy of the short-cut model 

compared to modeling approaches taking non-ideal band broadening effects into account, its 

effectiveness was nevertheless demonstrated. Such a design tool is especially useful for the 

fast design of one-off separations or when a more detailed model is not available.  
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With the results of the two throughput maximization studies in Papers II and IV, it was 

shown that selection of the feed concentration maximum within the linear range of the partition 

isotherm and determination of the corresponding maximum applicable flow rate are sufficient 

for identification of the LLC process limits. Despite its straightforward nature and lack of 

detailed description of the physical properties of the two-phase solvent system altered by the 

presence of the feed, this method nevertheless addresses the highly variable and 

unpredictable interplay of the feed solution, solvent system, column and operating parameters, 

and their cumulative effects on the system thermodynamics and hydrodynamics.  

In conclusion, with the model-based design approach and the operating mode selection 

guidelines presented in this thesis, the threshold to the implementation of trapping MDM and 

other LLC operating modes in research and industry has been drastically lowered. It is hoped 

that this will contribute to a wider acceptance of LLC, allowing the technique to fulfill its potential 

as a flexible and adaptable downstream processing option for natural products as well as other 

diverse groups of target molecules.  
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6. Outlook 

 The investigations conducted in the scope of this thesis invite the further study and 

exploration of trapping MDM and ternary separations with LLC, as well as improvements in 

process modeling and control, and future areas of application. The development of a 

comprehensive process model considering the coupled effects of thermodynamics and 

hydrodynamics on process performance is an especially interesting challenge. 

Although a wide range of trapping MDM separation tasks were evaluated in the 

comparison study in Paper III, several simplifications were made which could be lifted in 

subsequent investigations. Separation tasks in which 𝐾  is not equal to unity, the separation 

factors between B and impurities A and C are different, and the three components are present 

at unequal concentrations in the feed could be evaluated, as these conditions better represent 

those encountered when working with real mixtures. The operating parameter simplifications 

used in Papers I through IV could also be removed. For example, the use of different short-cut 

model band positions 𝑥  and 𝑥  in the As and Des elution modes could be assessed, as 

could the possible advantages of working with an 𝑆  other than 0.5.  

 An interesting trapping MDM process variation to explore would be the use of variable 

step durations. Elution mode switches in the Separation stage could be made as late as 

possible and step durations would become shorter with subsequent cycles as the degree of 

band broadening of the target component increases. These variable step durations could be 

predicted with simulations or, with the integration of online detection with process control, the 

elution mode switches could be triggered during operation whenever the detection of the target 

at the outlet reached a certain threshold value.  

 A further step in improving the throughput of ternary separations would be to move from 

a discontinuous process, such as batch injections or trapping MDM, to a continuous one. 

Continuous ternary separations could in theory be achieved with a cascade of two continuous 

binary separations, for example, through the connection of two sCPC units in series with a 

feed concentration unit between them (e.g., organic solvent nanofiltration [95, 96]). This would 

however first require a thorough investigation of the operating parameter space of the single-

stage sCPC process, as joining two stages together in a cascade results in a high level of 

process complexity and multiple interdependent operating parameters that must be selected.  

 Following establishment of a continuous ternary cascade separation, it would be of 

interest to compare its performance with that of the discontinuous batch and trapping MDM 

operating modes, in a similar manner to the study in Paper III. Apart from the evaluation of 

ternary separation processes, additional comparison studies could be performed between 

batch injections and other alternative LLC operating modes, such as elution extrusion for the 

improved resolution of highly retained components or continuous binary separations with 
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sCPC. The results of such studies are useful when deciding which operating mode to apply for 

a certain separation task, as well as in the decision to invest in a more complex process and 

its corresponding equipment. Comparison studies of LLC performance to conventional 

downstream separation techniques (e.g., liquid-solid chromatography, liquid-liquid extraction) 

would also be beneficial for the adoption of the technology in industrial settings. 

 The ideal (short-cut) and equilibrium stage models implemented in the model-based 

design approach presented in this thesis have been demonstrated to be suitable for the design 

and performance prediction of CPC separations under high-throughput conditions. However, 

it was necessary to experimentally determine the limiting feed concentration and flow rate for 

which the model assumptions could be considered valid. These assumptions included 

operation in the linear range of the partition isotherm (i.e., constant partition coefficients), a 

constant stationary phase fraction, and, in the case of the equilibrium stage model, constant 

and equivalent band broadening effects (i.e., number of theoretical stages) in both elution 

modes for each component. From a process throughput standpoint, it may be desirable to use 

feed concentrations beyond the limit of the linear range, but this can introduce the added 

complexity of changes in mobile and stationary phase compositions and physical properties, 

phase volume ratio, and the hydrodynamics (e.g., mixing and coalescence behavior) that 

determine column efficiency and stationary phase retention. In conventional liquid-solid 

chromatography, such effects generally do not occur under conditions of non-linear 

partitioning. A mathematical description of the non-linear isotherm (e.g., Langmuir model) can 

be simply introduced into an existing model. 

To predict the complex interplay of solvent system and solute partition equilibria and 

column hydrodynamics in LLC fully and accurately will require a complex, comprehensive 

modeling approach. It will be necessary to describe the liquid-liquid equilibria of the multi-

component system of feed and solvent system, in the simplest case consisting of three to four 

solvents and two or more solutes, either through time-consuming laboratory measurements or 

thermodynamic modeling. The phase volume ratio and relevant physical properties 

corresponding to the mobile and stationary phase compositions defined by the liquid-liquid 

equilibria must also be measured or predicted, and their effects on the flow patterns and 

stationary phase retention described with, e.g., fluid dynamic models. Only then can an 

accurate prediction of solute elution profiles and separation performance be made. 

 Visualization studies have played a key role in the understanding of the effects of 

operating parameters and solvent system properties on hydrodynamic patterns and stationary 

phase retention in CPC columns on a solute-free basis [59, 94]. CPC studies involving 

computational fluid dynamics are rare [9], but they show promise in the design of optimal 

column geometries as well as solvent system and operating parameter selection. There is 

likely much knowledge to be borrowed and adapted from the established field of multiphase 
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modeling in liquid-liquid extraction [97, 98] and chemical reactors [99]. The establishment of a 

comprehensive CPC modeling paradigm will require multi-disciplinary expertise from the fields 

of thermodynamics of liquid-liquid equilibria, fluid dynamics, and the practical and mechanical 

aspects of CPC.  

 The industrial adoption of LLC, and especially more complex LLC process options such 

as trapping MDM, will eventually also require a high degree of process control and automation 

currently underdeveloped in the field. Ideally, the user should be able to set the operating 

parameters in the process control software, start the separation, and at the end obtain the 

purified product without the need for manual intervention. This would require maintenance of, 

e.g., the process temperature and the stationary phase fraction through online detection and 

feedback control. Such stationary phase fraction monitoring has been demonstrated using 

online permittivity measurements [100]. Automated fraction evaluation and collection can be 

enabled through online detection with hyphenated analytical techniques [101]. Predictive 

control would also allow to compensate for slight variations with respect to composition and 

physical properties from one run to the next, an especially important aspect in the processing 

of variable feedstocks obtained from natural sources. It would also be convenient for LLC users 

to have access to process modeling software allowing immediate implementation of both short-

cut and detailed models without the need for expertise in simulation. Several open-source and 

commercially available software options exist for conventional chromatography, such as 

ChromWorks (Ypso-Facto), ChromX (GoSilico), CADET (Forschungszentrum Jülich), Aspen 

Chromatography, and gPROMS, but not yet for LLC. 

 With the nootkatone separation in Paper IV, it has again been demonstrated that LLC 

can play a role in the valorization of industrial waste streams through the targeted separation 

of natural product compounds. The notion of a circular bioeconomy with more efficient use of 

nutrients and resources is gaining popularity as environmental consciousness grows, demand 

for naturally-sourced compounds increases, and stricter regulations make waste stream 

processing more expensive. Waste and side stream valorization extends beyond biomass 

processing and is also becoming important in the recovery of rare-earth elements from 

industrial wastewater as well as from end-of-life products [102]. LLC has already been 

demonstrated to be a promising technique for rare earth separations [103-106]. Of course, the 

solvents used for the separation of high value-added compounds and their possible negative 

environmental and economic impact must be considered [107]. Environmentally friendly 

solvent options such as ionic liquids, deep eutectic solvents, and naturally-sourced alcohols 

and terpenes can be used in the place of toxic conventional solvents [108]. In all cases, solvent 

regeneration and reuse should be considered in industrial LLC process design. 

The model-based design approach for high-throughput ternary separations with 

trapping MDM presented in this thesis serves as a practical starting point for the 
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implementation of the technique for difficult separations of intermediately-eluting components. 

Nevertheless, further research remains to investigate trapping MDM process variations, 

compare the technology with existing downstream processing techniques, obtain a deeper 

understanding of LLC process phenomena, improve the accuracy of modeling under non-linear 

partitioning conditions, and develop robust process automation, all of which will allow LLC a 

wider range of acceptance and application in the future.   
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Symbols 

𝛼 ,   selectivity/separation factor between components 𝑘 and 𝑙 

𝑐
/   concentration of component 𝑘 in the mobile/stationary phase 

𝑐
/   concentration of component 𝑘 in the upper/lower phase 

𝑐 ,
/                  concentration of component 𝑘 in the lower phase in the 𝑖th equilibrium stage 

𝑐
/ ,           concentration of component 𝑘 in the upper/lower phase feed 

𝑐 , /
/            concentration of component 𝑘 in the upper/lower phase feed at the inlet/outlet 

𝐶𝑎  Capillary number 

∆𝜌  density difference 

𝜂   mobile phase viscosity 

𝐹 /   flow rate of the mobile upper/lower phase 

𝛾  interfacial tension 

𝐾   partition coefficient of component 𝑘 

𝐾 / ,  partition coefficient of component 𝑘 in ascending/descending mode 

𝑁   number of theoretical stages associated with component 𝑘 

𝑃𝑢𝑟   purity requirement 

𝑆   stationary phase retention/fraction 

𝜎   Gaussian peak variance of component 𝑘 

𝑡  elapsed time since start of separation 

𝑡   end of elution time 

𝑡   injection time 

𝑡 /
/           step duration in ascending/descending mode during loading/separation stage 

𝑡 ,   retention time of component 𝑘 

𝑉   column volume 

𝑉   injection volume 

𝑉 /   volume of mobile/stationary phase in column 

𝑉 /   volume of upper/lower phase in column 

𝑉 ,   retention volume of component 𝑘 

𝑣   propagation velocity of component 𝑘 

𝑣   velocity of mobile phase at cell inlet 

𝑥   band front position of component 𝑘 

𝑥
/           band front position of component 𝑘 at the end of the Loading/Separation stage 

𝑌𝑙𝑑   yield requirement  
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Abbreviations 

ARIZONA  solvent system family, n-heptane/ethyl acetate/methanol/water 

As   ascending elution mode 

CCC   countercurrent chromatography 

CPC    centrifugal partition chromatography 

Des   descending elution mode 

ED   eudesmenol 

HEMWat  solvent system family, n-hexane/ethyl acetate/methanol/water 

IM   intermedeol 

LLC   solid support-free liquid-liquid chromatography 

NK   nootkatone 

NK+ED  pseudo-component, nootkatone+eudesmenol  

sCPC   sequential centrifugal partition chromatography 

trapping MDM  trapping multiple dual mode 
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Appendix A. Derivation of retention volume equation 

Under linear, ideal chromatography conditions, and assuming a column that is initially 

solute-free (𝑐 = 𝑐 = 0), the retention volume, 𝑉 , , is derived as follows (adapted from 

description in [54] for liquid-solid chromatography). 

 

 
Figure A1. Feed loading of a liquid-liquid chromatography column under linear, ideal 

conditions. 

Starting at time 𝑡 = 0, a feed solution containing a single solute 𝑘 dissolved in the 

mobile phase with concentration 𝑐 = 𝑐  is fed to the column at a constant flow rate 𝐹 

(Figure A1a). The feed is continually introduced at the inlet (Figure A1b), with the mobile phase 

volume behind the solute 𝑘 concentration front having a concentration 𝑐 = 𝑐 . As 

instantaneous partition equilibrium of solute 𝑘 takes place between the two phases, the 

corresponding stationary phase volume has a concentration determined by the partition 

coefficient, 𝑐 = 𝐾 𝑐  (see Equation (3)). At the point in time when the solute 𝑘 band front just 

reaches the column outlet, equivalent to the retention time 𝑡 ,  (Figure A1c), the entire mobile 

phase volume in the column has the concentration 𝑐 . At all 𝑡 > 𝑡 , , the mobile phase 

concentration at the outlet is also equivalent to that of the feed (Figure A1d). At time 𝑡 , , the 

amount of solute that has been fed to the column is equal to the amount of solute currently 

contained in the column. A mass balance around the column at 𝑡 = 𝑡 ,  yields Equation A1. 

 𝐹𝑡 , 𝑐 = 𝑐 𝑉 + 𝑐 𝑉  
(A1) 

By substituting 𝑐 = 𝑐  and dividing by 𝑐 , the retention volume equation is obtained 

(Equation A2). 

 𝑉 , = 𝐹𝑡 , = 𝑉 + 𝐾 𝑉  
(A2) 
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Appendix B. Two-column TMB-250 centrifugal partition chromatography set-up 

Table B1. Specifications of two-column TMB-250 CPC set-up (Armen Instrument). 

Parameter Value 

Total volume 247 ml; 182 ml 

Disks per rotor 10 

Cells per disk  93 

Cell geometry  twin-cells 

Maximum flow rate  50 ml min-1 

Maximum rotational speed  3000 rpm 

Maximum pressure drop  100 bar 

UV-Vis detector  DAD600 2WL 200–600nm (ECOM) 

Fraction collector  LS 5600 (Armen Instrument) 

Thermostatic water bath  Ecoline Staredition E 140 (Lauda) 

 

 

 

Figure B1. Two-column TMB-250 CPC set-up (Armen Instrument). 
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Figure B2. Schematic diagram of two-column TMB-250 CPC set-up (Armen Instrument). 

White shading: upper phase. Gray shading: Lower phase  
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Appendix C. Review article, liquid-liquid chromatography short-cut models 

This publication is reprinted with permission from Elsevier. 
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Appendix D. Assumptions, boundary and initial conditions, equilibrium stage model 

Model assumptions [71]: 

 The two columns are identical 

 The off-column volume is negligible 

 The volumes of the two liquid phases is equal in all stages in both columns (same 𝑆 ) 

 The phase volumes of the upper and lower phases remain independent of the current 

elution mode and constant (no stationary phase loss); the phase roles are 

instantaneously reversed when switching from one elution mode to the next 

 The partition coefficients are independent of the solute concentration (linear 

chromatography assumption) 

 The theoretical stage numbers are equivalent in the As and Des elution modes 

(𝑁 , = 𝑁 , = 𝑁 ) 

 

Table D1. Initial and boundary conditions for the equilibrium stage model (batch injection). 

Process stage Ascending mode (As) Descending mode (Des) 

All 𝐹 = 0 𝐹 = 0 

Before injection 
𝑡 = 0 

𝑐 , = 0 𝑐 , = 0 

During injection 
𝑡 ∈ 0, 𝑡  

𝐹 = 𝐹 
𝑐 , = 𝑐

,  
𝐹 = 𝐹 

𝑐 , = 𝑐
,  

During elution 
𝑡 ∈ 𝑡 , 𝑡  

𝐹 = 𝐹 
𝑐 , = 0 

𝐹 = 𝐹 
𝑐 , = 0 
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